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This thesis highlights the problems with relying exclusively on English written
versions of treaty to understand the formation of Upper Canada. An analysis of colonial
correspondence from the 1790s and Mississauga petitions from the 1790s to the 1840s
reveal gaps in the treaty record. By looking beyond treaty texts to include other
documents about Crown-Indigenous relations, I reveal that Mississauga fisheries and
waterways were never surrendered through the Upper Canadian treaties. The examples
of the Toronto (1805) and Head of the Lake Purchases (1806) demonstrate that the
English written versions of treaty stand as outliers to the rest of the historical record
regarding cessions and surrenders. Indeed, the Mississauga advocated and petitioned
for decades about settler encroachment. While Mississauga advocacy evolved over
time, the core arguments of Mississauga leaders remained the same: the Mississauga
did not cede everything to the Crown.
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Introduction
Treaties are sacred covenants between nations that govern their relationship with
each other. There are hundreds of treaties across Turtle Island, some of which form the
moral and constitutional basis of alliance between Indigenous nations (e.g.,
Mississauga) and colonial nations (e.g., Canada).1 Treaties between the Crown and
Indigenous nations have focused on peace and friendship, land, resources, military
alliances, and commercial ties.
Within what is currently known as Ontario, the treaties between the Mississaugas
and the Crown trace their roots back to the Covenant Chain established at the Treaty of
Niagara in 1764. Mississauga Chief Reverend Peter Jones (1802-1856) relays the
origins of the Covenant Chain between the Mississaugas and the British in his History of
the Ojebway Indians. He writes, “When the French came, they bound their hands
together with an iron chain; But that when the English came, they broke asunder that
chain, which had already become rusty, and then their great father, the King of England,
bound their hands together with a silver chain, which he promised should never rust and
never be broken.”2 The chain evolved from an iron chain to a silver one, demonstrating
the strengthening of Crown-Indigenous alliances during this time.3 To prevent the chain
1

Anthony J. Hall, "Treaties with Indigenous Peoples in Canada,” The Canadian Encyclopedia, September
11, 2017, https://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/aboriginal-treaties
2
Peter Jones, History of the Ojebway Indians: With Especial Reference to their Conversion to Christianity
(England: A.W. Bennett, 1861), 216.
3
Chief Reverend Peter Jones showcased the strengthening relationships between the Crown and the
Mississauga through the metaphor of a silver chain (which is less likely to rust than an iron chain). While
not referenced in Jones’ work, other historians have suggested that the earliest alliances were
symbolized by rope. As Crown-Indigenous relations became stronger, so too does the material
symbolized in wampum belts. Robert W. Venables, “Polishing the Silver Covenant Chain: A Brief History
of Some of the Symbols and Metaphors in Haudenosaunee Treaty Negotiations,” Onondaga Nation,
November 2008, http://honorthetworow.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/Venables-on-the-CovenantChain-of-Treaties-part-2.pdf
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from tarnishing, it has to be continually polished. This polishing is a metaphor for the
continual maintenance and renewal of sacred relationships through treaties.
In the late 1700s, the Mississaugas were generally agreeable when it came to
sharing their territory with other First Nations and Europeans for subsistence hunting,
fishing, gathering, and for travel through treaties.4 The Mississaugas treaty territory
roughly starts at Catfish Creek on Lake Erie, extending east along the shoreline to and
along the Niagara River into Lake Ontario, then along the shoreline to the Rouge River
east of Toronto, with the north boundary arcing towards Arthur and then joining back to
Catfish Creek. Extant documents that I examine in this thesis demonstrate that the
Mississauga were not interested in ceding their territory to the Crown, and in many
instances went to great lengths to refuse surrenders. This thesis focuses on the
Between the Lakes Purchase (1792), Toronto Purchase (1805), Head of the Lakes
Purchase (1806) and Treaties 22 and 23 (1820) to counter the Crown’s current claim
that First Nations in what is now southern Ontario ceded all title to the land, waters, and
resources in their territories. This thesis will explore the problems with solely drawing
from the written versions of treaty texts through an analysis of colonial correspondence
from the 1790s and Mississauga petitions from the 1790s to the 1840s. By considering
a diversity of written sources – not only the treaty texts, but also documents about
Crown-Indigenous relations – readers will develop a deeper understanding of the
original spirit and intent of the treaties negotiated around the head of Lake Ontario
between the Crown and the Mississaugas of the Credit. Through a close examination of
Crown and Mississauga records about waterways and fisheries, I reveal that these
Victor P. Lytwyn, “Waterworld: The Aquatic Territory of the Great Lakes First Nations,” in Gin Das
Winan; Documenting Aboriginal History in Ontario, A Symposium at Bkejwanong, Walpole Island First
Nation, eds. Dale Standen and David McNab (Toronto: Champlain Society, 1996), 2:14.
4

2

resources were never surrendered during the treaty-making period. Water was
important to the Mississauga because it provided food, transport, and space for
ceremony. Colonial officials were originally happy to leave waters out of the treaties
because they were more interested in securing land for road and farm development and
the Mississauga resisted the cession of water and related resources (e.g., fisheries).
After a few decades however, colonial officials claimed that all lands, waters, and
resources in the Mississaugas territory was ceded through the treaties, as colonial
attitudes shifted from allying with the Mississaugas to trying to suppress them. After
Confederation, the Crown’s paternalistic approach to First Nations would be enshrined
in the Indian Act, 1876. The Crown’s more domineering approach to Crown-Indigenous
relations reflected changing demographics: a willingness to consult with First Nations
decreased as immigration increased.
Despite the Crown’s commitment to the relationship, which is enshrined in
treaties, colonial agents have often tried to downplay the sacred nature of treaties to
pursue state goals. The Crown has continually tried to reduce the treaties to mere real
estate deals. For the Crown, the Royal Proclamation of 1763, articulated by King
George III, established the constitutional structure for treaty-making on Turtle Island.
This structure was renewed in section 35 of the Constitution Act (1982) by recognizing
and affirming Indigenous and treaty rights. In other words, treaties are the foundation of
the Canadian state and are still legally binding today. The legalistic language found in
the written versions of treaty texts, on which the Crown relies, often miss the sacred and
binding character of the treaties emphasized during the original oral negotiations.
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Treaties and their negotiations were accompanied by ceremony, such as the exchange
of wampum belts, for which there is an oral record deserving of consideration.
The need to consider Indigenous perspectives is critical given a long history of
colonial land grabs that have jeopardized (and jeopardize) Indigenous wellbeing. The
Royal Proclamation was created, in part, to address “great frauds and abuses”
committed by settlers in British North America and later the United States against
Indigenous people through land theft and violence.5 While “it was kind [of] the
Government to act as guardians” and protectors from the “frauds of unprincipled white
men” wrote Jones, “at the same time […] some of the acts of the Colonial Government
cannot be considered as doing full justice to the natives.”6 Jones, a Mississauga Chief,
worked nearly his entire life petitioning for title-deeds to his nation’s ancestral lands. He
even went as far as bringing a petition directly to Queen Victoria in 1837 to request titledeeds for the Mississauga. In his posthumously published book, Jones explained why a
lack of title-deeds was significant:
Indians at the present time enjoy no political rights or advantages. They
cannot vote at elections for members of Parliament, nor sit as jurors,
however qualified they may be, simply because they have no title-deeds for
their lands. I feel confident that these things act as a powerful check to their
advancement in the arts of civilized life. I have often heard them say that it is
not much use for the Indians to aim at the exalted privileges of their white
neighbours, as they will never be permitted to enjoy them. I know of no legal
impediment to their possessing such rights; the difficulty lies in the tenure by
which they hold their lands. It is my firm conviction that many of the Indians
are sufficiently instructed in the knowledge of civil affairs to be able to use the
rights of British subjects as judiciously as many of their white neighbours.7
King George III of England, Royal Proclamation, 1763 (London: Mark Baskett, the King’s Printer, 1763),
Library and Archives Canada, e010778430, reproduced in Clarence S. Brigham, ed., British Royal
Proclamations Relating to America, Volume 12, Transactions and Collections of the American Antiquarian
Society (Worcester, Massachusetts: American Antiquarian Society, 1911), 212218, https://exhibits.library.utoronto.ca/items/show/2470
6
Jones, History of the Ojebway, 217.
7
Jones, History of the Ojebway, 218.
5
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Jones identified that the Mississaugas displacement, loss of land, and lack of title-deeds
were central problems for the safety and security of their nation. Jones’ use of
paternalistic language worked fairly well for convincing his white Christian
contemporaries such as the Queen’s Secretary, Lord Glenelg, of his goal to acquire
title-deeds. Despite Jones’ efforts, and that of many others, the Mississauga still do not
have title to their lands.
As a settler scholar, this thesis is my attempt at polishing one link in the chain.

5

Chapter 1: Historical Background
The Mississauga of the Credit First Nation8 is part of the Anishinabek Nation,9
whose territory spans from the north shore of what is currently known as Lake Huron to
the west of Manitoulin Island and to the east of Sault St. Marie.10 Within the Anishinabek
Nation, the Mississauga identify as Ojibway. One interpretation of the Mississauga
name is that it refers to the Eagle Clan (Messissauga in Anishinaabemowin) of the
Anishinaabek Nation. The clan system is a framework of government to give people
strength and order, in which each clan has a function to serve for the people.11 There
were seven original clans: crane, loon, fish, bear, martin, deer, and bird.12 Despite
referring to a smaller governing unit, Messissauga (Eagle Clan) was inaccurately
applied to all the Ojibway people living in the above-mentioned territory by the British
who likely misunderstood the clan system.13 Another interpretation is that it refers to
their place of settlements, often on rivers, as “Mississaga” means “river.”14
The Mississauga, like other Anishinabek, followed seasonal rounds. When
resources became scarce in one area, extended families would move to another area to

8

The Nation is no longer called the Mississauga of the New Credit First Nation, although some historical
documents refer to them by that name. They are now called the Mississaugas of the Credit First Nation.
See Mississaugas of the Credit First Nation, “MCFN Land Acknowledgement Guidelines and Logo Usage
Application,” accessed August 8, 2021, http://mncfn.ca/about-mncfn/treaty-lands-and-territory-recognitionstatements/
9
Jones, History of the Ojebway, 138-139.
10
Praxis Research and Associates, History of the Mississaugas of the Credit: Historical Territory,
Resource and Land Use (Ottawa: Praxis Research Associates with Mississaugas of the Credit First
Nation, 2018), 4, http://mncfn.ca/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/The-Mississaugas-of-the-Credit-HistoricalTerritory-Resource-and-Land-Use.pdf
11
Edward Benton-Banai, The Mishomis Book: Voices of the Ojibway (Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota Press, 2010), 74-75.
12
Benton-Banai, The Mishomis Book, 74.
13
Jones, History of the Ojebway Indians, 138-139; Peter Jones, “Removal of the River Credit Indians,”
Christian Guardian, January 12, 1848.
14
J. Hampden Burnham, “The Coming of the Mississagas” in Ontario Historical Society Papers and
Records (Toronto: The Ontario Historical Society, 1905), 6:7, https://ontariohistoricalsociety.ca/wpcontent/uploads/2020/02/Ontario-History-1905-v6.pdf
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allow resources to replenish.15 In the wintertime, people hunted large and small game
and did some ice fishing in smaller kinship groups. In the spring, families moved to the
maple sugar grounds and then to the spring fisheries. Here, smaller kinship groups
rejoined each other and social relationships were renewed after the long winter months.
The summer was also a time when the Mississauga renewed and strengthened social,
economic, and political ties between extended families and other Anishinaabek nations.
In the summer, the main subsistence activity was fishing. The Mississauga also
practiced agriculture to some extent, growing squash, corn, and other vegetables. In the
fall, they harvested the remainder of their garden produce as well as fruit and
vegetables, preserving some of them for the winter months.16 Manomin (“wild rice”) was
also gathered and preserved in large quantities by the Anishinabek.
In the early 1600s, the Anishinabek and the neighbouring Haudenosaunee
sometimes engaged in military conflicts regarding control over trade routes and hunting
territory for the fur trade. By the mid-1600s, these conflicts erupted into a full-scale war
known as the Beaver Wars (also known as the French and Indian War in the United
States). The Haudenosaunee pushed northwest past the Great Lakes, expelling the
Neutral, Huron, and Petun Confederacies and threatening the Anishinabek around Lake
Huron during the conflict.17 The Haudenosaunee enjoyed control of these hunting
grounds until the 1680s when the Anishinabek of the Upper Great Lakes joined together
in the Three Fires Confederacy, an alliance between the Ojibway, Odawa and
Potawatomi – three distinctive, yet culturally-related, Anishinaabek Nations.18 Together,

15

Jones, History of the Ojebway Indians, 71.
Praxis Research and Associates, History of the Mississaugas, 4-5.
17
Praxis Research and Associates, “History of the Mississaugas,” 6.
18
Benton-Banai, The Mishomis Book, 98.
16
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they formed a series of counter offensives to take back the territory.19 The Three Fires
Confederacy was successful by the end of the 1690s and reclaimed their original
homelands.20 Afterwards, the Mississauga (Anishinaabe) and the Mohawk
(Haudenosaunee) negotiated a peace treaty in which they agreed that children of
Mississauga and Mohawk warriors would be given and taken in intermarriage to ensure
future peace.21
After the peace treaty was concluded, the group of Mississaugas who settled in
the area between present-day Toronto and Lake Erie became involved in the regional
fur trade. It became common practice for traders to extend credit to the Mississaugas
for trade goods at a particular spot on the river, and as a result the river became known
as the Credit River and, by extension, this group of Mississaugas became known as the
Mississaugas of the Credit River.22 Here traders shared meanings and practices to form
what historian Richard White describes as the “Middle Ground” with Indigenous
peoples.23 The middle ground is not shorthand for acculturation. Rather, it is a form of
accommodation through the creation of a common, mutually comprehensible world.
During this time, Indigenous people held a lot of power in their relationships with the
settlers due to their large population size and their stable, entrenched governing

19

Gilles Havard, The Great Peace of Montreal of 1701: French Native Diplomacy in the Seventeenth
Century, trans. Howard Scott, and Phyllis Aronoff (Montreal: McGill-Queen’s University Press, 2001), 31.
20
Hampden-Burnham, “The Coming of the Mississagas,” 8.; Praxis Research and Associates, History of
the Mississaugas, 6.
21
Hampden-Burnham, “The Coming of the Mississagas,” 10. Colonial historians are more likely to
associate the end of the Beaver Wars with European diplomatic efforts, particularly the Great Peace of
1701.
22
Research Praxis and Associates, The History of the Mississaugas, 10.
23
Richard White, The Middle Ground: Indians, Empires, and Republics in the Great Lakes Region, 16501815 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2012), xxvi.
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systems.24 For this reason, colonists could not assert their authority; accommodation
was a condition of access to Indigenous lands.
In 1763, after winning the Seven Years War against the French and others, the
British issued the Royal Proclamation which was intended to establish the basis for
governing what they considered to be their North American territories. The Proclamation
set the constitutional basis for treaty-making in British North America. British officials
intended to assure Indigenous people that their lands were secure and acknowledged
that “great frauds and abuses have been committed” against them, especially by
Americans trying to push west.25 This assurance was also a pacific gesture aimed at
First Nations as British officials wanted to limit Indigenous resistance. The Royal
Proclamation was intended to assure First Nations who were once allied with the
French that their interests would be protected under British rule.26
The terms of the Royal Proclamation were not negotiated with First Nations but
were accepted by First Nations leaders in 1764 through their incorporation into the
Treaty of Niagara. In 1764, around 2,000 First Nation leaders from the Great Lakes
regions met with Sir William Johnson to review and discuss the terms of the
Proclamation in their respective languages. The terms of the Proclamation then became
the terms of their relationship through the issuance of wampum belts. The Treaty of
24

Canada, Bridging the Cultural Divide: A Report on Aboriginal People and Criminal Justice in Canada
(Ottawa: Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, 1996), 1:95,
https://data2.archives.ca/e/e448/e011188230-01.pdf
25
King George III of England, Royal Proclamation, 1763.
26
J.R. Miller, Compact, Contract, Covenant (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2009), 70. The Pontiac
Resistance was a coalition of nations in the Great Lakes region who fought against European invasion in
the 1760s. The resistance was significant because it demonstrated the power of First Nations alliances
against the British through successful defenses and attacks. To learn more, see: James H. Marsh,
"Obwandiyag (Pontiac): Warrior Chief,” The Canadian Encyclopedia, March 04, 2015,
https://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/pontiacs-war-feature. After the Treaty of Niagara and
the Royal Proclamation, both of which are associated with the end of the Pontiac Resistance, the Three
Fires Confederacy stopped warring with the British and would eventually become allies.
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Niagara is not a land treaty, but rather a treaty of friendship and peace. 27 The Treaty of
Niagara was to be reaffirmed each year by bringing out and discussing the wampum
belts, but that practice started to fall out of favour with the British around 1812 and was
virtually unheard of by the time of Confederation.
The Americans were infuriated by the Royal Proclamation as they sought
western expansion, which contributed to the outbreak of the American Revolutionary
War (1765-1783). There was another significant influx of people north of the newly
established border toward the end of the American Revolution as United Empire
Loyalists wanted to stay within the British Empire. The Indigenous population would
have been approximately 7,000 to 10,000 in Upper Canada at this time.28 By 1785, the
settler population in Upper Canada was 6,000.29 30 As a result, the British were
pressured to secure a land base for displaced persons among the Mississauga. Crown
representatives initiated a series of territorial treaties for the United Empire Loyalists
and Indigenous allies (including some of the Haudenosaunee nations) who were
displaced from their homelands in America. The British were attempting to gain lawful
access to Mississaugas’ territory under the Royal Proclamation and Treaty of Niagara.
Both the British and Mississauga sought to maintain their alliance and feared continued,
aggressive American expansion through what are now known as the Upper Canadian
Treaties.31

Murray Sinclair, “Justice Murray Sinclair on the Royal Proclamation of 1763,” Chippewas of Rama First
Nation, March 16, 2015, video 30:50, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dSQsyZDGoX0
28
Douglas McCalla, Planting the Province: The Economic History of Upper Canada, 1784-1870 (Toronto:
University of Toronto Press for the Ontario Historical Studies Series, 1993), 249.
29
McCalla, Planting the Province, 249.
30
It should be noted that Indigenous people were not counted in the census until the 1840s, and even
then, the numbers are not very accurate compared to data collection for the settler population. These
numbers should be considered conservative.
31
Miller, Compact, Contract, Covenant, 81.
27
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As part of this alliance, the Mississauga regularly engaged in the sale and trade
of goods and services with settlers. In her personal writings, British diarist Elizabeth
Simcoe (wife of lieutenant-governor John Graves Simcoe) detailed some of these
exchanges in the 1790s. She mostly noted food trades and sales, with the Mississauga
offering meats like deer, elk, fish, turkey, geese, and duck, as well as fruits like
strawberries, blueberries, and cranberries.32 In exchange, Simcoe mostly paid in cash
but also traded milk, biscuits, and some of her own garden produce like apples and
peaches.33 The Mississauga also offered more finished products such as lozenges,
decorated wooden bowls and spoons, moccasins, beaver blankets, and maple sugar in
birch bark baskets.34 Simcoe also hired some Mississauga to help with her tour around
Upper Canada. They worked as guides who helped secure provisions along the way
and build camps.35 They also maintained and fixed gear, gumming canoes (to keep
them waterproof) with a refined sap from a fir tree.36 These examples demonstrate that
the Mississaugas and settler population engaged in a commercial relationship. There is
also some indication that Mississaugas and settlers relied on each other for social
support. Simcoe explained that one winter had very little snow which made it hard to
track deer, causing the Mississauga to face food shortages. Every day she provided
bread to Mississauga women to help them survive.37
However, by the time of Elizabeth Simcoe’s writings, growing Loyalist settlement
from the United States in the Lake Ontario region started to interfere with Indigenous
32

Elizabeth Simcoe, The Diary of Mrs. John Graves Simcoe, Wife of the First Lieutenant-Governor of the
Province of Upper Canada, 1792-6, ed. John Ross Robertson (Toronto: William Briggs, 1911), 109, 66,
308, 323, 77, 161, 276, 139.
33
Simcoe, The Diary of Mrs. John Graves Simcoe, 109, 172, 210.
34
Simcoe, The Diary of Mrs. John Graves Simcoe, 139, 307, 67, 184, 308.
35
Simcoe, The Diary of Mrs. John Graves Simcoe, 155.
36
Simcoe, The Diary of Mrs. John Graves Simcoe, 209.
37
Simcoe, The Diary of Mrs. John Graves Simcoe, 216.
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lifeways by diminishing the Mississaugas’ ability to hunt, fish, and harvest.38 Private
property and cleared, permanent farms upset their ability to hunt, fish, and harvest
because these habitats were broken up with large areas of fields, pastures, and fences.
Settler encroachment created new social, economic, and political challenges for the
Mississauga.
The Upper Canadian treaty-making phase (1781-1820) 39 had profound effects
on settler-Indigenous relations as it prepared Upper Canada for colonial settlement,
marking a shift from intermittent trade to permanent co-habitation within the territory.
Over 200 years later, these treaties remain legally binding documents between the
Crown and Indigenous nations that outline their various rights and responsibilities to the
land and to each other. This phase of treaty-making was distinct from later periods as
British negotiators generally followed Indigenous protocols, such as conducting
ceremonies, and the giving of wampum, medals, and gifts.40 While Britain aimed to
make lands in Upper Canada attractive to immigrants, the continued numerical strength
and strategic importance of First Nations as allies meant that British negotiators had to
take their interests into account.
The end of the War of 1812 marked a turning point in the way the British sought
to treat with Indigenous nations around the Great Lakes. During the American
Revolutionary War and the War of 1812, Indigenous nations around the Great Lakes
were military allies to the Crown and played a foundational role in the few successes the

38

The Loyalists first came from the United States starting in 1784 after surveyors begin laying out
townships and settled in specific areas. British settlers start arriving in far greater numbers after 1815,
intensifying existing settlements and expanding further west and north.
39
Sometimes this phase is also referred to as the Era of Single Payment Land Cessions (1781-1815).
40
Miller, Compact, Contract, Covenant, 82.
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British had.41 As a result, war chiefs held power in their nations and influenced settlerIndigenous relations. After the War of 1812, this dynamic changed as the British no
longer needed Indigenous military allies; they needed land to establish their settler
colonies. During the negotiations at the Treaty of Ghent (1814), the British argued to
create an “Indian buffer zone” or have a designated “Indian territory” in between
American and British territory. The territory would create a space between two feuding
colonial powers, provide Indigenous military allies with a land base to honour their
military efforts, and prevent future settler-Indigenous conflicts over land. The Americans
fully disagreed and today this land base does not exist. So, the British had to continue
to negotiate treaties with Indigenous nations under the provision of the Royal
Proclamation of 1763 to claim any land north of American Territory.
The treaties negotiated around the head of Lake Ontario often used rivers to
mark boundaries. Rivers were also sometimes highlighted as being protected from or
unceded to the Crown. Figure 1 depicts the major rivers flowing into Lake Ontario with
their English and Mississauga names.42 Rivers and other water bodies are of great
significance to this thesis because they reveal how population shifts impacted the
Crown’s willingness to address Mississauga demands for living well together.

Alan Corbiere, “Anishinaabe Treaty-Making in the 18th-and-19th-Century Northern Great Lakes: From
Shared Meanings to Epistemological Chasms,” (PhD dissertation, York University, 2019), 329.
42
Donald B. Smith, Sacred Feathers the Reverend Peter Jones (Kahkewaquonaby) and the Mississauga
Indians, 2nd ed. (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2013), 18.
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Figure 1: Mississauga Place Names at the Western End of Lake Ontario

As power dynamics shifted quickly after the War of 1812, so too did the way the
British negotiated treaties. The British had increased their population in Upper Canada
to supply the war with soldiers and Indigenous nations lost a significant number of
warriors. In 1811, Upper Canada had a Euro-settler population of 60,000 and by 1821,
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the Euro-settler population had grown to 118,000.43 . Indeed, by the early 1800s,
settlers outnumbered Indigenous people for the first time. 44 International agreements
also changed the demographics in the region, such as the Rush-Bagot Convention. The
Rush-Bagot Convention was signed between the United States and Britain in 1817,
demilitarizing the Great Lakes region and reflecting an acceptance of the border
established in 1783 and reinforced by the Treaty of Ghent in 1814. This move
decreased the importance of Britain’s alliances with First Nations now living in American
territory and allowed for Britain to increase immigration efforts.45 Treaties negotiated
between the Crown and the Mississauga during this time reflect the urgent need for
territory and colonial desires to profit from Indigenous lands while peace was secured.
Records surrounding these same treaties, however, reveal that the Mississauga
intended to hold onto their territories. They never surrendered to colonial desire.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
2.1 Cultural (Mis)understandings
Despite the unique conditions of treaty-making after the American Revolution,
Canadian historians have written little about legal agreements between First Nations
and the Crown before 1867. Historian George Stanley’s The Birth of Western Canada,
released in 1936, was a landmark publication that shaped historical writing on treaties
for decades. He argues that during the treaty-making process, Indigenous people were
incompetent negotiators and that Crown agents acted benevolently and fairly with First
Nations’ interests in mind.46 Stanley plays into the “vanishing Indian” trope, suggesting
that First Nations were being decimated due to colonial contact, and argues that it was
the “white man’s burden” to bring civilization to the Indigenous peoples and ease their
inevitable decline.47 Stanley also argues that European negotiators did not understand
the Indigenous perspective, but that it was not required of them as the treaties were
mere land grants that Indigenous people might accept as an “apology” for displacement
by British settlers. The difference between “treaty” and “grant” in Stanley’s work is
significant. A treaty is a formal, legally binding agreement based on negotiations made
between at least two sovereign nations and requires the ongoing maintenance of the
terms, obligations, and responsibilities of that treaty, whereas a grant is a gift of real
estate usually presented as a reward, such as in return for military service. Calling
treaties grants is simply incorrect, but this word choice is also significant as it implies
that the Crown was gifting lands and treaty terms to Indigenous nations, ignoring
Indigenous sovereignty, Aboriginal Title, the responsibility to maintain relationships, as
46
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well as the lengthy and sophisticated negotiations that actually took place. Stanley’s
paternalistic rhetoric implies that the Crown used the treaties as an act of goodwill to
limit the negative effects of European settlement on Indigenous nations, dismissing the
legal obligation that the Crown had to sign treaties with Indigenous nations through the
Royal Proclamation of 1763.
It is also worth noting that Stanley was influenced by the doctrine of discovery, an
idea based on racist thinking that any lands “discovered” by Christians instantly
belonged to them, when he describes the treaties as grants. Stanley states that any
discussions during the negotiations were irrelevant, due to an unequal power dynamic
in which Europeans acquired the right to land.
Stanley’s cultural misunderstanding thesis has negatively impacted treaty history
as it has downplayed Euro-Canadian eyewitness accounts to the numbered treaties
which demonstrated that Euro-Canadians did understand the relevance of and their
roles with the treaties.48 Stanley’s thesis also dismissed the value and importance of
Indigenous records to understanding nation-with-nation negotiations. Stanley’s book
was reprinted until the 1980s without any substantive amendments which reflects its
hold on the field and more broadly demonstrates the lack of research in Indigenous
history with Indigenous sources.49
Although Stanley's cultural misunderstanding thesis was accepted by academics
for decades, there was some disagreement with the notion that Indigenous people were
passive in their relationships with the Crown. In 1969, Cree lawyer and politician Harold
Cardinal wrote The Unjust Society, which makes clear that treaties were not a form of
48
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compensation for settlement, but the start of a relationship between settlers and
Indigenous Nations. Cardinal wrote that the treaties are “the beginning of a contractual
relationship whereby the representatives of the queen would have lasting
responsibilities to the Indian people in return for the valuable lands that were ceded to
them.”50 Cardinal also argues that one cannot rely solely on the written treaty text, as
they must be “considered misleading because they omitted substantial portions of what
was promised verbally to the Indian” and include vague phrases and state that certain
lands were ceded when they were not part of the treaty discussions.51 This statement is
significant as most mainstream historians heavily privileged the written treaty texts, and
often continue to do so today.52 Cardinal prioritizes Indigenous ways of knowing. While
written in response to Pierre Trudeau and Jean Chretien’s White Paper, The Unjust
Society stands in contrast to much of the mainstream historical writing of its time for its
stance on treaties and rights. Although it did not gain immediate traction in academic
circles (it was considered a polemical text during its time), it is deemed essential to
Indigenous Studies today.
Stanley’s thesis actively influenced scholarly works for almost 50 years after its
publication as evidenced by Ian A.L. Getty and Antoine S. Lussier's 1983 publication As
Long as the Sun Shines and Water Flows: A Reader in Canadian Native Studies. In his
contribution to this volume, Stanley describes the “white man’s burden” as an
instrument of good in which the white man shares the burden of progress imposed upon
him by God. He reduces the treaties to “real-estate deals” and insists that Canada acted
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benevolently towards Indigenous people, stating that it is too simplistic to view Canada’s
actions as deliberate dishonesty.53 However, other works in the same edited collection
represent the beginning of a shift towards a different understanding of Indigenous
studies happening in the early 1980s, where scholars were starting to write about the
impact of assimilative policies on Indigenous people and the Crown’s attempts to
undermine Indigenous sovereignty. This is the same period as the repatriation of the
constitution which affirms Aboriginal and treaty rights and may have brought new
academic interest to the topic. Historian John L. Tobias counters Stanley’s thesis in his
chapter Protection, Civilization, Assimilation: An Outline History of Canada’s Indian
Policy in which he argues that Canada did deceive Indigenous nations during treaty
negotiations and followed assimilation policies rather than treaty implementation. 54
Canada tried to forcibly absorb Indigenous people into Euro-Canadian society instead of
working to maintain the nation-with-nation relationship negotiated in the treaties, thereby
denying Indigenous sovereignty. They did this through tactics such as the establishment
of the residential school system which forcibly separated children from their families and
the reserve system which pushed Indigenous nations onto marginalized lands. In line
with Tobias’ thesis, John Milloy explored pre-1867 acts to examine how they were used
as instruments for the destruction of tribal self-government, and not for their “civilizing”
tropes.55
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Today, scholarly dialogue has shifted from “benevolent paternalism” to shared
(mis)understanding to manipulation by the Crown which misled Indigenous negotiators.
In No Surrender: The Land Remains Indigenous (2019), historian Sheldon Krasowski
argues that Canada’s treaty commissioners had a common negotiating strategy which
only discussed the benefits of the treaties and not the liabilities, including the surrender
clause.56 The surrender clause often appears in the written version of the treaty texts as
Indigenous nations “do hereby cede, release, surrender, and yield up” all of their lands
to Her Majesty the Queen, meaning they forfeit their right and title to the land. By not
verbally discussing the surrender clause, colonial officials misrepresented the treaty to
Indigenous negotiators. Krasowski bases this finding on a close reading of news
reports, colonial correspondence, original manuscripts, and elder testimony. He calls
this collection of documents a “treaty bundle” and uses it to demonstrate that Crown
negotiators never clearly expressed their intent to own Indigenous land, as they did not
discuss the surrender clause.57 He shows that Indigenous Chiefs were expert
negotiators who agreed to “share” their land with settlers in exchange for treaty benefits
such as annuities and education. Through his treaty bundle approach, Krasowski
demonstrates that the goods and services secured by First Nations increased with each
successive treaty, suggesting cooperation and information exchanges between First
Nations.
In Contract, Compact, Covenant: Aboriginal Treaty-Making in Canada (2009),
historian J. R. Miller also showed how treaty demands changed overtime, suggesting
that treaties fit into “patterns” by linking the treaty-making periods together and
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explaining why nations sought to treat; however, this appears to be the outcome of his
chronological framework rather than a methodological, treaty bundle approach.58 While
Miller writes that these “patterns” are an unintended symptom of his chronological
approach, Krasowski uses the treaty bundle approach purposely. Krasowski is unique in
arguing that Indigenous leadership took steps to prepare for negotiations with the
Crown by gathering information, thus challenging Stanley’s thesis that presented a
caring state and incompetent Indigenous negotiators.
In more recent years, scholars argue that the cultural misunderstandings during
treaty negotiations were exaggerated in early works. In Historian Robert J. Surtees’ The
Original People (1971), he argues that Indigenous chiefs likely did not understand the
“true nature” of the treaties as they generally could not read or write, as demonstrated
by their ‘X’ marks in place of signatures.59
Surtees also argues that British views of Indigenous people as subjects rather
than equals would have clouded any kind of negotiation, and that the compromised
position most Indigenous nations held at the time of treaty-making diminished their
negotiating power. In contrast, Anthropologist Michael Asch, in On Being Here to Stay:
Treaties and Aboriginal Rights in Canada (2014), argues that despite cultural
differences, there was a shared degree of mutual understanding during treaty
negotiations.60 According to Asch, treaty interpretations provided by Indigenous elders
more accurately reflect the shared understanding of both parties and better represent
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the negotiations than the written text does.61 The literature noted in this section
demonstrates the importance of using more than just the treaty texts in a historical
analysis, especially incorporating Elder’s knowledge.

2.2 Treaty Responsibilities
In the 2010s, Indigenous scholars tried to shift the conversation from Crown
benevolence or malevolence to responsibility, arguing that historic treaties have
contemporary relevance and consequences. In the edited collection, The Right
Relationship: Reimagining the Implementation of Historical Treaties, John Borrows
(Canada Research Chair in Indigenous Law) and Michael Coyle (lawyer and law
professor) mark a shift in the scholarship on treaties as they analyze them from a legal
rights perspective, but also emphasize the relationship aspect of treaties as a legal and
moral responsibility. Their work privileges both Indigenous and non-Indigenous law.
They argue that treaties are first and foremost concerned with right relations between
First Peoples and settler governments. It is these relationships that give rights their
meaning.62 In his chapter, “Canada’s Colonial Constitution,” Borrows argues that
Canada’s creation was rooted in narratives of respect, alliance, and partnerships with
Indigenous peoples and was much more nuanced than the dichotomous relationship
most historians portray it as.63 He argues that these views continue to undermine the
courts’ interpretation of treaty and Aboriginal rights and he questions how the Crown
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secured sovereignty over the land when First Nations never agreed to such actions.
Borrows questions the Crown’s right to make these judgements.
Similarly, Michael Coyle argues in “As Long as the Sun Shines: Recognizing
That Treaties Were Intended to Last” that Canadian courts have not adequately
recognized that treaties represent a formal relationship in which settlers and Indigenous
peoples agreed to coexist long into the future. He states that historical land treaties
were ‘new institutions’ deliberately created to serve the interests of both parties and only
possible if they shared a few common assumptions. Coyle argues that the courts should
not dismiss negotiators’ intentions to secure a healthy future for their peoples.64 In his
chapter, “Rights and Remedies within Common Law and Indigenous Legal Traditions:
Can the Covenant Chain be Judicially Enforced Today?,” Mark Walters questions
whether Canadian courts can give meaningful effect to the relationships encoded in the
Covenant Chain and highlights the importance of understanding Indigenous worldviews
when trying to understand the agreements. Aaron Mills (Canada Research Chair in
Indigenous Constitutionalism and Philosophy) argues in a chapter called “What is a
Treaty? On Contract and Mutual Aid,” that treaties were the “total relational means” by
which the treaty partners were to govern themselves over time, and that treaties are not
formulated for a legal remedy, only a relational one. Coyle, Walters, and Mills agree that
we must consider and privilege the relational aspect of treaties, and that the
conventional method of addressing broken treaty promises through the courts or legal
means alone is inadequate. Moreover, they are arguing that the way that Canada’s
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colonial systems deal with Indigenous treaty rights essentially perpetuates past
assimilative policies.

2.3 Indigenous-Crown Relations
During the late 1980s and 1990s, there were numerous readers published on
Indigenous-Crown relations in Canada which help to frame the environment in which
treaties occurred.65 J.R. Miller is one of the major historians who focuses on
Indigenous-Crown relations, and followed the trend of publishing a reader entitled,
Sweet Promises: A Reader on Indian-White Relations (1991). Miller focused on cultural
differences between Indigenous peoples and European newcomers66 and the
“inescapable” clashes that occurred. He described treaties as pacts of friendship and
mutual assistance, while the Canadian government viewed them as land cessions. In
Skyscrapers Hide the Heavens: A History of Native-Newcomer Relations in Canada,
Miller explores how the relationship turned from one of mutual assistance during the fur
trade to the marginalization and assimilation of the Indigenous peoples, through to the
present era of reconciliation. While published as numerous editions, the reader
maintains a focus on “native and newcomer” motivations for building relationships and
attempts to explain why and how the relationship has changed over time. In the revised
editions, Miller expanded his source base where he acknowledged that the oral history
conflicted with the written treaty texts and added to his discussion on Indigenous
65
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nations’ reasons for entering treaties, stating that Indigenous leaders were skeptical
about Canada’s implementation of the numbered treaties. Here, Miller also emphasized
how the use of metaphors such as “our Queen Mother” during treaty negotiations
highlighted cultural differences and led to tragic misunderstandings for both parties.
Miller continued his discussion of kinship terminology in treaty negotiations in
Lethal Legacy: Current Native Controversies in Canada where he argued phrases like
“Queen Mother” and “Indian Children” had different cultural and interpretive meanings
for Indigenous and European people. Miller states that Indigenous children were free
and protected by their parents whereas European children were controlled, dependent
and submissive.67 These differing interpretations of kinship terminology led to a cultural
misunderstanding, as both treaty parties referred to themselves as the Queen’s
children.

2.4 Local Treaty History
Within what is currently known as southern Ontario, there is a need to better
understand the terms of co-habitation with the Mississaugas and other Indigenous
Nations. Few scholars have studied the Mississaugas as active treaty people; however,
some have studied the Upper Canada treaty-making period. Historian Robert J. Surtees
studied this period in his essay “Indian Land Surrenders in Ontario 1763-1867” where
he argued that the Mississaugas agreed to sell the use of the land to settlers, not the
ownership of it.68 He reaffirms this point from his book, The Original People. Surtees
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primarily uses written archival documents to conduct his historical analysis which was
common for the time period but is criticized today for the lack of Indigenous perspective
in his source base. As the Anishinaabeg in Upper Canada kept extensive written
records, they should be used more frequently. For example, Surtees explains that for
generations Indigenous chiefs stated that they had no idea that they were giving up
ownership of the land, rather that they permitted white people to use it.69 While this
interpretation acknowledges that Indigenous nations did not intend to cede the land, it
still presumes that Indigenous negotiators were incompetent, and it privileges the
written treaty texts despite their obvious flaws. However, Surtees does make good use
of other historical written documents in his work, such as colonial correspondence, to
understand settler motives and attitudes in treaty-making. My research also draws on
colonial correspondence, with the addition of primary sources that highlight the
Mississaugas’ perspectives to help remedy this gap.
Donald B. Smith is a leading historian on Mississauga history. His works, Sacred
Feathers and Mississauga Portraits (2013), detail key historical figures and events in
Mississauga history.70 Sacred Feathers focuses on Kahkewaquonaby (alias Peter
Jones), a Mississauga chief and Methodist minister during the early to mid-19th century.
Smith details Jones’ entire life with an special focus on his religious translations,
missionary pursuits, attempts to secure title-deeds to land, and goals to somewhat
acculturate the Mississauga. Smith’s work is incredibly detailed and is still the only
monograph on Jones, despite first being published in the 1980s. Smith followed this
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publication with Mississauga Portraits (2013) which explores eight Mississauga figures
during the same period. Both works should be commended for their use of primary
sources. Smith draws extensively on writings and recorded speeches from the
Mississauga themselves, which allows for their voices to shine through an otherwise
ethnographic study. Given the strengths of Smith’s works, these monographs are
foundational to my thesis. However, the leaders in Smith’s works are not studied,
explicitly, as treaty peoples. While he does explore the Mississaugas’ and especially
Jones’ pursuits to secure title-deeds, a land base, and petitions to the Crown, he does
not do this within a treaty framework. My thesis uses a similar source base and time
period as Smith, but asks what Anishinaabe leaders can teach us about Upper
Canadian Treaties.
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Chapter 3: Methodology and Primary Sources
Scholars of Crown-Indigenous relations generally call upon Canada to uphold its
treaty responsibilities, but they do not frame their ability to conduct research as a
privilege borne of settler-colonialism. Paige Raibmon explores how settler practices
combined with Indian policy worked together to support colonialism, to argue that nonIndigenous peoples living in Canada are beneficiaries of colonialism whether they are
direct descendants of colonists or not in her chapter “Unmaking Native Space” (2012).71
She states that settlers are responsible for the debts of colonialism as we have
“inherited the assets,” most notably land.72 Raibmon emphasizes the dangers of only
portraying Indigenous people as treaty people, as it erases settlers’ roles in upholding
treaty responsibilities and perpetuates Stanley’s language that First Nations are
beneficiaries of the Crown’s goodwill through special rights.
On this theme, many researchers do not frame their work as a treaty
responsibility or identify themselves as treaty people. Many identify their biases, such as
coming from a Euro-Canadian background, but do not push this further to identify how
their positionality gives them legal and moral treaty responsibilities. Anishinaabe
historian Brittany Luby et al. are the first to use a nation-with-nation epistemology as a
theoretical framework for research.73 Luby argues that research and education on
treaties is a treaty responsibility that requires collaboration from all nations that entered
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the agreement. The relationships that are encoded in treaties can be used to model
relationships between representatives of universities and Indigenous nations.74 I take
this one step further by arguing that individuals need to study and apply their treaty
rights and responsibilities, not just institutions.
Both Raibmon and Luby call on settlers to acknowledge their ongoing treaty
responsibilities. This thesis is a response to that call. The Between the Lakes Treaty
text, covering the region where I live and study, states that His Majesty’s “heirs and
successors” are a part of the treaty “forever.”75 This statement, in conjunction with
contemporary analyses such as Raibmon’s, shows that settlers explicitly have a role in
upholding treaty promises. As a treaty beneficiary, it is my responsibility to learn about
historic treaties and relationships, how they apply today, and what changes need to be
made to Canadian institutions to reassert the treaty partnership that was established in
1783. To do this effectively, I reject Stanley’s starting point and assume that there was
some degree of shared understanding of the solemn nature of treaty making and that
both parties understood their responsibilities to each other during the Upper Canada
treaty making period.76 Like Miller, Borrows, and Krasowski, I too am committed to
understanding relationships. Like them, I analyze what led Indigenous nations to treat
with the Crown. Beyond that, I explore how the treaty-making process and treaty terms
were interpreted by the Mississauga and the Crown during the Upper Canada treaty
making period through colonial correspondence and petitions to better understand land
and treaty rights.
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The treaty bundle methodology used by Sheldon Krasowski in No Surrender: The
Land Remains Indigenous has shaped my archival approach. A treaty bundle is a
collection of treaties related through shared geography, negotiating strategies, people,
and outside pressures. The treaty bundle methodology allows for treaties to be studied
as an interrelated whole or “bundle” rather than as individual agreements. Studying the
treaty bundles rather than individual treaties allows researchers to identify trends in
negotiating strategies. However, the treaty bundle approach does not lump all the
treaties of Canada into one, which would risk synthesizing tendencies.77 My bundle
includes treaties between the Mississauga and the Crown during the formation of Upper
Canada specifically. This thesis will analyze the treaties in a geographically distinct
area: along the north shore of Lake Ontario. I consider the Between the Lakes Purchase
(1792), Toronto Purchase (1805), Head of the Lake Purchase (1806), and Treaties 22
and 23 (1820). While sometimes mentioned in the thesis, the Mississauga Treaty at
Niagara (1781), Brant Tract Treaty (1797), and Ajetance Treaty (1818) are excluded
due to access barriers. If access was not as much of a problem, they would have been
included in this bundle as representative of Mississauga-Crown relations around the
turn of the 19th century.
The Upper Canada land cession period is unique in treaty studies because of the
amount of written archival material from Indigenous and colonial perspectives. While the
Mississaugas and other Indigenous nations in southern Ontario maintained an oral
record of the treaty negotiations and history more generally, they also participated in
creating and publishing huge amounts of written work. Joseph Brant, the leader of the
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Six Nations, took on a leadership role for the Mississauga after their chief Wabukanyne
was murdered and petitioned for their lands, waters, and protection of fisheries.78 Much
of his correspondence has been published in the Russell Papers. Peter Jones is
another example. He authored histories, journals, petitions, letters, speeches, sermons
and more which have resulted in a large archival record, especially in the 1830s-1840s.
Jones’ diary, petitions, and History of the Ojebway Indians are crucial sources for my
research because they show his perspective and knowledge on the treaties and CrownIndigenous relations during the period. These records are important as they provide an
Indigenous perspective that would otherwise only be available to scholars through oral
history, which can be difficult to access without strong relationships with key community
members and Elders. Some of Jones’ work was published posthumously and edited by
his wife Eliza Field Jones, which impacts the sources’ credibility.
It should be considered, however, that the written archival material that I draw
from does not represent a diverse or unified Mississauga perspective during the early
nineteenth century. My source base lacks women’s voices. Despite Mississauga women
holding relative power during this period, they are largely absent from the archives.79
This gender discrimination is likely a result of colonialism. For example, the written
treaty text for the 1792 Between the Lakes Purchase acknowledges that “Principal [sic]
Women” were part of the treaty negotiations, but otherwise the leadership, decisions,
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and even presence of Indigenous women is not clear from the archival record alone.80 81
There is also an absence of two-spirit and gender diverse people, which is a result of
my chosen source base. Likely, research based on oral history would be able to more
adequately address this. The literature I draw from also follows the same pattern, as
treaty history in mainstream academia is settler male dominated, especially in the Upper
Canada treaty making period.82
The sources I draw from were written mostly by Christian, specifically Methodist,
men who received a formal western education, usually in the United States or England.
This of course, had an impact on their writings, worldviews, and political strategies. For
example, Peter Jones was a devout Methodist minister who wanted to see changes
within Anishinaabeg culture and society, such as converting to Christianity. This attitude
of introducing “the arts of civilized life” to the Mississauga is present in Jones’ speeches
and writings and was often used as a tool to play into white Christian mindsets. In 1831,
Jones petitioned the King of England to help the Mississauga’s become “good
Christians and good farmers” as part of a successful missionary fundraising campaign,
in which Jones tokenized himself to play into the White Man’s Burden rhetoric.83 Other
Anishinaabeg in Upper Canada were opposed to these tactics and ideas. For example,
Odawa Chief Pazhekezhikquashkum stood in opposition to Jones as he did not trust the
Americans or British and had no interest in converting to their religions or following their
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ways of life, stating that they are “no better.”84 Christianity became somewhat divisive
amongst the Anishinaabeg in Upper Canada. I use the documents produced mostly by
the Christian men in my research, and their worldviews influence my analysis and
findings as a result.
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, major archives such as Library and Archives
Canada and the Archives of Ontario were closed to the public and travel restrictions
have been sanctioned. Reproduction services were also limited to decrease the amount
of staff on site to limit the spread of the virus. Some of their archival material was
digitized and available for public download, but most of the collections relative to my
thesis topic were not. As a result, there are some key sources missing from my thesis,
such as colonial correspondence from the late 1780s and Mississauga council minutes
from the late 1800s. While the University of Guelph library remained open for curbside
pickup, the interlibrary loan system was put on hold which also limited the amount of
material I could access.
In response to archive closures, I relied on published collections of primary
sources compiled by Earnest Alexander Cruikshank, a Canadian historian from the late
nineteenth and early twentieth century. His edited collections of verbatim transcriptions,
The Correspondence of John Graves Simcoe, With Allied Documents Relating to His
Administration of the Government of Upper Canada volumes one to five, and The
Correspondence of the Honourable Peter Russell: with Allied Documents Relating to
His Administration of the Government of Upper Canada During the Official Term of
Lieut.-Governor J. G. Simcoe, While on Leave of Absence provide the bulk of the
colonial correspondence from the 1790s which are the main sources for the chapter on
84
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treaty texts and the chapter on the water surrender clause. The series of letters
published in the Russell Papers are significant to my research for two main reasons and
influence my methodology accordingly. First, they demonstrate that the representatives
of the Crown were not always acting honourably. Second, they demonstrate that the
written versions of the treaty texts are often inaccurate and contain phrases not
discussed during the treaty negotiations. As a result, the written treaty texts do not
make up the bulk of my source base as they are generally unreliable and misleading.
Instead, my research draws from pre- and post-cession records, such as letters, maps,
memoirs, and diaries. I did not and do not assume that the Crown intended to or did act
honourably. I do recognize however, that colonial agents were not unified in their beliefs
and some went to great lengths to ensure right relations. Both dishonesty and
discomfort are captured outside of documents Canada considers legally binding and are
worthy of consideration.
These private letters show colonial settlement goals, treaty negotiation plans,
and management of the Indian Department. They provide a candid look into challenges
colonial officials faced regarding land, how they spoke about it, and their plans to
remedy it. The letters themselves do have some limitations. For example, Simcoe often
referred to “Indian chiefs” instead of naming the chief and/or their nation. Although
colonial officials were more likely to name specific chiefs and nations in the 1700s
compared to the 1800s, it still provides a challenge for the researcher because of the
vagueness. In most instances, this lack of detail is critical.
Despite these limitations, I was able to prove that the treaty texts upheld by
Canada often conflict with other records about treaty negotiations written by both
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colonial agents and Mississauga leaders. Canada has maintained that the Mississauga
ceded their water and their fisheries. Historical actors, by contrast, suggested otherwise
and call on us to question the colonial record.
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Chapter 4: Limitations and Mischaracterizations of Treaty
Texts
The treaty texts for the Upper Canadian treaties are flawed and alone cannot
represent the treaty negotiations. There were problems with the colonial record dating
back to the original negotiations with the Mississauga. Consider that settler
understanding of the territory was limited and surveying did not start until 1783. Surveys
proceeded very slowly, only increasing after the arrival of the Loyalists.85 As a result,
treaties from the 1780s sometimes lacked any boundaries or had a faulty description of
the territory being discussed. As Upper Canada was only formed in 1791, colonial
administrators were still getting established in terms of routine and order. During
transitions, colonial administrators sometimes took their records or lost them leaving
newly appointed officers without information on previous negotiations. Administrators
also did not always have clerks make copies in a timely manner or even at all, so in
some instances there were no available records to consult.86 Colonial officials were
aware of the problems with text and knew that their archives lacked key geographic
information on the treaties.
The Mississauga argue that the “treaties” from the 1780s were simply
discussions of potential land sales and were later mislabeled by the Crown as formal
treaties.87 The Toronto Purchase in 1787 is one example of a problematic land cession,
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infamously known for its “blank deed” with three separate Mississauga signatures
attached onto it. The Crown cited the £1700 worth of goods given to the Mississaugas
as presents during the discussions as a payment for the territory. However, gift giving
was a common aspect of diplomacy during this period and does not necessarily imply a
payment for a land cession. Historian J.R. Miller states that gift giving was often seen by
the Mississauga as a sign of renewal of relationships and alliances, and an act of
goodwill on the part of the giver.88 During the late 1700s and early 1800s, the British
mastered Indigenous diplomacy and it was regularly carried out by military authorities. 89
It is therefore unlikely that with their extensive knowledge of the gift giving practices
during this time, colonial agents on-the-ground would see this expense as payment for
the land.
John Graves Simcoe was the first Lieutenant Governor of Upper Canada from
1791-1796. One of his main goals was to systematically grant land to loyalists to
recognize their war efforts, address their displacement from land in the United States,
and engage their loyalty to British North America. Simcoe was interested in planning
and saw it as his most important function. While he was clear about his object of
granting land, his actual administration was disorganized regarding land titles. He often
focused more on long-range plans and not current problems, such as the rapid granting
of twenty-six whole townships to individual applicants in his first year alone.90 He
ignored and later abolished the district land boards created in 1788 to ensure orderly
and loyal settlement by granting large tracts himself. However, these grants were often
88
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in areas where the title was not secure. By directing settlement, he could focus on his
road building program which would improve military communications and centre York.
His first project was Dundas Street in 1793, which ran from Burlington Bay to the
Thames River valley, or from the head of navigation to the new centre of the province.
Building Dundas Street and later others such as Yonge Street and populating the
surrounding area with settlers, helped Upper Canada start to establish communication
routes and to secure the north side of Lake Ontario from the Americans. Simcoe still
pursued military alliances with First Nations during this time by assuring them continued
British support that often exceeded his instructions and did not reflect the evolving goals
of British imperial policy, such as with the Ohio Valley First Nations.91 Simcoe was
interested in military alliances only and clashed with First Nations like Joseph Brant who
questioned him and refused to leave the territory.92
Joseph Brant (Mohawk name: Thayandenaga, 1743-1807) was a Mohawk
military captain who played a significant role in military alliances and the formation of
confederacies around the Great Lakes region. Some scholars such as Isabel Kelsay
and James Paxton disagree whether Brant was part of two irreconcilable worlds but
never fully accepted by either or whether he was part of a middle ground.93 Despite
being Haudenosaunee, Brant was appointed agent for the Mississauga on the condition
that he would protect their land interests after the death of their Chief Wabukanyne.94
Brant was attached to the Mississauga after they allowed his people to settle along the
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Grand River territory after their losses during the American Revolutionary War.95
However, this territory, known as the Haldimand Tract 96, was small and posed
challenges for hunting especially with the establishment of settler farms in the nearby
area. The influx of Brant and his people also added to settlement pressures north of
Lake Erie as Brant brought about 2000 people with him. Brant was controversial during
his time and remains so today. He argued that the Six Nations should learn agriculture
to survive the hunting challenges and hoped to sell or lease land to non-Indigenous
people to provide an income for the nation. Upper Canada was strongly against Brant’s
sale of these lands and refused to concede land title to the Mohawk on the Grand River
Valley during Brant’s lifetime. This refusal continues to raise questions about settler
interference with Indigenous sovereignty.
Simcoe took a leave of absence (from which he never returned) in 1796 and
recommended that Peter Russell fill in for him. Russell was already part of the
Executive and Legislative Councils. In this administrative role, Russell was at a
disadvantage as Simcoe had taken all but twelve official documents with him, leaving
Russell ignorant of policy and management of the colony.97 Russell was also not
officially the Lieutenant Governor, but the administrator of the colony, meaning he
lacked the authority or security of a governorship. Despite his challenges, Russell was a
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practical man who kept great records throughout his role, often with the aim of making
the government run more smoothly.98 Russell’s greatest challenges concerned land. As
administrator, he inherited a lot of problems regarding deeds and title to land for settlers
which he tried to remedy, such as creating a land commission for individual claims in
June 1797. He faced conflict with Six Nations with Joseph Brant selling portions of their
tract to settlers when the government did not want them to. Brant’s actions reveal First
Nations’ understandings that they had title over the land on which they resided.

4.1 The Toronto Purchase of 1787
In the fall of 1797 in his new role of Administrator of the Province, Peter Russell
tried to deal with conflict over land tenure between settlers and Mississauga on the
north side of Lake Ontario. He explained in a letter to the Governor General Robert
Prescott that he could not locate records about all the land purchases made with the
“Indians”. He requested that either originals or copies of the “Purchase made in 1787,
for a Tract at Toronto” and “of the Country on the No. side of Lake Ontario from the
head of the Bay of Quinté to York (purchases perhaps by Capt. Crawford in 1787).”99
Here, Russell was describing the 1787 Toronto Purchase and the 1788 Gunshot
Treaty100, which he mistook for 1787. He further enquired about “how far westward of
the Rideau and Gananoqui [sic] Waters do the purchased lands extend” and which
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islands in the St. Lawrence had been ceded and which had not.101 It is important to note
here that Russell did not imply that the river or river bed had been ceded to the Crown,
rather that certain islands had been.
Russell soon realized the state of land affairs in the province. On January 21,
1798, Russell wrote that he was “exceedingly alarmed” to read that the whole Toronto
Purchase was likely invalid, as other colonial officials had already judged it to be. This
realization was concerning to Russell as “the Kings right to any part of the land between
the Rivers Etobicoak & Don, may become very doubtful” and settlers’ tenure in the
territory “might consequently be at the Mercy of the Messissagues [sic], who, if they
were apprized of the Circumstance, might be induced to give trouble with a view of
making their own advantages from it.”102
Russell would have recognized the need for legitimate documents showing the
Crown’s purchase of the land from the Mississauga under the Royal Proclamation of
1763. For the Crown to hold title to land and for settlers to be able to occupy it, the land
first had to be purchased by them at a public assembly, otherwise there could be no
European settlement on Indigenous lands. This was significant because it created a
monopoly for the British Crown to acquire land, preventing Americans and private
persons from purchasing land directly from First Nations.103 The Proclamation helped
regulate the maintenance and growth of the colony, but by doing so it also
acknowledged Aboriginal title, which over time has stood out to be one of the most key
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aspects of the Proclamation. As mentioned earlier, data from 1784 and 1806 show that
there was a small, but steadily increasing settler population in the region when Russell
was inquiring about land tenure.104 As there were already many established farms,
businesses, alliances, and the seat of the colonial government in this territory, it is clear
why Russell would be interested in securing the land base.
Since Russell was left with so few documents, it was difficult for him to figure out
the land cession record. He contacted other officials to send him some relevant
documents, but they only sent him two letter extracts and a “few other papers.” Russell
noted that the purchase deeds could not be found and had not been inserted in other
documents, but some of the older officials provided their accounts of the transaction
based on their memories.105
One of the remaining documents was an incomplete map of the area created by
Crown Surveyor Alexander Aitken. The surveying process demonstrated that the
Mississauga actively negotiated and contested land boundaries. In 1788, Aitken
attempted to commence a survey of the land “purchased” at Toronto from the
Mississauga, but was met with resistance from Mississauga chiefs who insisted they
had not sold the land he was trying to survey. Aitken described his experiences in a
letter to John Collins on September 15, 1788. Aitken wrote that he requested that the
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interpreter, Mr. Lines, and the Mississauga Chief (unspecified in his letter) accompany
him on his survey, “which he did but instead of going to the lower end of the beach
which forms the harbor he [the Chief] brought me to the River called on the Plan
Nechengquakekonk [Don River] which is upwards of three miles nearer the old Fort
than the place you mentioned in your instructions.”106 The Chief refused to go
elsewhere and “insisted that they had sold the land no further.”107 Aitken sensed
frustration on the part of the Mississauga and waited a few days or so before attempting
to survey again. He continued westward until he met “the Toronto River [Humber River]
which the Indians looked upon the west boundary of the purchase until [sic] Col. Butler
got them prevailed upon give up to the River Tobicoak but no further nor would they on
any account suffer me to cross the River with ye Boundy. [sic] line between them and
government.”108 Aitken was “obliged to stop” his survey as the chief openly cautioned.
Aitken and the Chiefs also disputed what made a proper boundary. The Chiefs
argued that the creek was a “boundary that could not be altered or moved” and that
would still exist in the years to come. Furthermore, they argued, a straight line was not a
proper boundary as the brush would constantly have to be cleared away and its location
could be altered over time. Also, the creek would be an obvious boundary to any
passerby. He started his survey along the south border along the beach and the west
boundary along the Etobicoke River.109 He does not mention actually surveying the
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north boundary and states that he did not run the east boundary due to cost. He
produced a map with three straight lines for the west, north, and east boundaries.110
Aitken’s survey was attached to the blank Toronto “deed” in the Surveyor
General’s Office by the 1790s when Russell enquired about them. The deed had “the
names or devices of three Chiefs of the Mississaga [sic] Nation, on separate pieces of
paper annexed thereto.”111 Lord Dorchester, Governor General of British North America
(previously known as Sir Guy Carleton), stated that since the document was blank a
part from three signatures, it was not valid as it did not explain the territory or any other
terms.112 Not including a description of the territory, according to Dorchester, was “an
omission which [would] set aside the whole transaction and throw us on the good faith
of the Indians for just as much Land as they are willing to allow, and what may be
further necessary must be purchased anew.”113 Dorchester recognized that a “proper”
deed was necessary to complete a land cession, and that neither the 1787 Toronto
Purchase or the 1788 Gunshot Treaty had one. Colonial administrators also
acknowledged that a survey of the land did not constitute a surrender, when William
Chewett, a surveyor for John Collins, the Deputy Surveyor General, wrote that a “survey
did not take the lands from them.”114
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In addition to Simcoe and Russell looking to clarify the treaties established in the
1780s, other colonial officials much as Alexander McKee, Indian Department Agent, did
as well. In 1795, McKee interviewed the interpreter Nathanial Lines, who was present
during Aitken’s survey, about the boundaries of the Gunshot Treaty. However, Lines’
response was muddled as he confused the boundaries of the Toronto Purchase and
Gunshot Treaty. Lines was at both negotiations and his interview was almost a decade
later which may account for his confusion. He said that the “Head or carrying Place of
the Bay of Quinti to a Creek called Tobeka from seven to fourteen Miles above Toronto
... but the lands intended to be sold and purchased at the time are connected all the
way in front on Lake Ontario running in Depth 10 or 12 Miles nearly as far as the Rice
Lake and above the Rice Lake a common days Journey back from Toronto.”115 While
his account is mistaken, he did highlight that the ceded territory went to the edge of
Lake Ontario and did not extend out into the lake beyond the shore.
Russell’s office continued to try to gather documents and testimony from officials
who attended the original negotiations. In the fall of 1797, Sir John Johnson, the head of
the Indian Department, suggested that the original deed and plan of this purchase could
be found at the offices of Quebec, but James Green, an army officer, replied in March of
1798 that they could not find them. Green emphasized that the government was
“exceedingly alarmed” to find the transaction invalid because it had not been duly
executed by Johnson on behalf of the King, or the Mississauga, as their marks were not
written on the deed itself, but on “three loose and separate papers wafered [attached]
on it.” The “deed” contained no discernable boundaries. With no archival material to
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draw from, Green asked Johnson to provide a full account of what transpired during the
negotiations for the government of Upper Canada to make a final decision on how to
proceed. Green highlighted the significance of an invalid treaty, reminding Johnson that
the Mississaugas’ land cannot be occupied “unless they are perfectly satisfied,” a
reference to the Royal Proclamation. Green warned Johnson of the dangers of an
invalid treaty, for if the Mississauga “should discover they were not opening and
candidly dealt by,” they “might create alarms to produce consequences.”116
In 1798, over a decade after the original talks, Johnson provided the only written
account of the potential boundaries discussed. He wrote that the territory was “ten miles
square at Toronto, and two to four Miles, I do not recollect which, on each side of the
intended road or carrying place leading to Lake Le Claie [Lake Simcoe], then ten miles
square at the Lake and the same square at the end of the water communication
emptying into Lake Huron.”117 However, the notes from this meeting were never
returned to him, so he was relying on his memory alone. The notes have never been
located, although there are records of the receipts showing the value and type of goods
distributed during these talks.118 As noted earlier, gift giving was a common act of
diplomacy during this time and should not imply payment for the territory.
There are obvious discrepancies between Sir John Johnson’s account of the
Toronto Purchase and Alexander Aitken’s survey. Johnson remembered the 1787
surrender as ten square miles at Toronto and two to four square miles along both sides
116
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of the Carrying Place towards Lake Simcoe (an area that could possibly range between
114 to 218 square miles or 72,960 to 139,520 acres), whereas Aitken surveyed an area
quite like Treaty 13 from 1805 (the renewal of the Toronto Purchase) which accounted
for around 390 square miles or 250,000 acres. The discrepancies between these
accounts calls their validity into question.
Based off these memoirs and a few documents, Russell determined that it would
be legal for the neglected boundaries and other treaty terms to be added to the
preamble of future treaties instead of revising the old treaties.119 Russell recommended
that such adjustments be made without the consent or knowledge of the Mississauga.
He suggested that in a new treaty to the northeast of the Toronto Purchase, the faulty
boundaries of the original Between the Lakes Purchase (1784), Toronto Purchase
(1787), and the Gunshot Treaty (1788) could be snuck into the preamble in an attempt
to legitimize those purchases. The 1793 map commissioned by John Graves Simcoe
shown in Figure 2 depicts the three territories that had their validity questioned.120 The
Between the Lakes Purchase (1784) covers the area between Lakes Erie and Ontario,
labelled as counties Norfolk, Lincoln, and York (West Riding), with the Grand River
flowing through the middle. The Toronto Purchase (1787) and Gunshot Treaty (1788)
cover the County of York (East Riding). The large tract between the Between the Lakes
and Toronto purchases labelled “Mississagué Lands” was not ceded at the time this
map was created.
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Figure 2: Excerpt of a Map Showing the Counties of Upper Canada, 1793

While the boundaries of the Gunshot Treaty have still not been settled, the three
purchases combined total was an estimated 3,890,880 acres along the north shore of
the head of Lake Ontario. In a letter to Robert Prescott, Russell wrote that:
a purchase may be immediately made of a small Tract to the eastward of the
Northern limit of the Toronto Purchase, in order that a Recapitulation
explanatory of the courses and Boundaries of the Purchases in [17]84,
[17]87, &[17]88 may be introduced in the preamble of the Deed, which if
properly drawn up maybe perhaps as binding a record of their respective
Limits, as the Original Deeds of Purchase had not been lost, or they had
actually expressed in the Blank Deed, whose informalities have driven us to
this extremity.121

There were a few potential reasons why Russell did not want to alert the Mississauga to
the invalid treaty in 1798. For example, in the 1790s, the Crown was already at risk of
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a drunken British soldier. Colonial officials were “shocked” and feared the negative
consequences that could arise. Joseph Chew, an Indian Department official, wrote to
Alexander McKee, Indian Department Agent, that the Mississauga intended on visiting
him to complain about the murder and he predicted that “much trouble” would come out
of the meeting.122 Simcoe was also at a disadvantage as his own men did not write to
him in advance to explain the situation. The soldier involved was discharged for lack of
evidence, which likely fueled tensions.123
British officials did not necessarily have a negotiating advantage during this time
as they had tensions with other colonies and were at risk of losing their Indigenous
alliances. The period of the murder was also when Simcoe went on a leave and Russell
stepped in as administrator of the province. One strategy Russell implemented in
response to the uprising was to try to prevent an alliance between the Mississauga and
Six Nations. In a letter to the Duke of Portland, Russell wrote that he instructed Captain
William Claus in secret “to do everything in his power (without exposing the object of
this policy to suspicion) to foment any existing jealousy between the Chippewas
[Mississaugas] and the Six Nations; and to prevent as far as possible any junction or
good understanding between those two tribes.”124 Despite an alliance during that time,
the Mississauga and Six Nations were historic enemies, and Russell was trying to play
into those past relationships. To create problems between them, Russell ordered that
the Mississauga and Six Nations would receive their annual presents at different
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locations, to “keep these nations and tribes distinct and separate from each other and to
induce them to look up to government only for their comfort and support.”125 Six Nations
were to remain at the head of Lake Ontario and the Mississauga were to move to the
River Credit.
By at least the 1790s, as evidenced by both Simcoe and Russell’s letters, the
Crown recognized that they did not have legal title to the lands around the new capital
of York and that they had not taken the steps to produce a proper treaty. While Simcoe
and Russell inquired into the state of the land purchases and proposed some ideas of
how to move forward, neither of them made any concrete actions. They mostly stalled
the process. Attempts to clarify territorial rights would not be made again until the early
1800s.

4.2 The Toronto Purchase Renewal of 1805
After eighteen years of deliberation and stalling, the Crown sought to renew the
Toronto Purchase on July 31, 1805. By this time, all the chiefs that were present during
the 1787 meetings had died and the Crown’s documentary record remained sparse and
full of errors. Deputy Superintendent General William Claus met with the Mississaugas
to determine the limits of that 1787 purchase and asked the chiefs to describe the
boundaries so a new deed could be executed.126 Chief Quenepenon told Claus that
while the original chiefs had died, they had informed their successors of the boundaries
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which began on the east side of the Etobicoke River. On behalf of the Mississaugas,
Quenepenon stated
[The] Line of the said purchase began on the East side of the River
Etobicook [sic], that it follows the course of the said River until the line
running N. 22 degrees W intersected the said R. Etobicook about 3 miles
from its Entrance and then continuing the said Line 28 miles: that it has
always been within their knowledge that the R. Etobicook divided the lands of
the Mississauges from that sold in 1787 to His Majesty until the intersection
as before mentd. and they are perfectly satisfied that the line should
continue.127

Quenepenon’s statement aligns with Aitken’s experiences with the old Mississauga
chiefs when he was trying to survey the area back in 1788, when the chiefs insisted that
the river was the boundary and not a straight line. Quenepenon cited Colonel Butler’s
1787 statement that “We do not want the water, we want the land,” to remind Claus of
the Crown’s responsibility to protect the water and the fisheries.128 He insisted that in
this renewal, the fisheries had to be continued to be reserved. In the remaining records
of the 1787 purchase, fisheries were not mentioned.
Claus prepared for the renewal by having Surveyor William Chewett draw up four
maps, two with the potential territory ceded in 1787 and two with added acreage.
Chewett wrote that “[t]he first Description is according to the survey made by [illegible] –
the 2nd is that which you were pleased to say the Indians conceived to be the true
Boundary.”129 The first was based on Aitken’s map, which the Mississauga chiefs who
negotiated with Sir John Johnson strongly objected to. The second map likely contained
the Humber River as the western boundary instead of the Etobicoke River, as the
“River Credit 31 July 1805,” July 31, 1805. LAC MG 19 F 1 Vol. 9 pp. 125-126v Reel C-1480.
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Mississauga argued at the time.130 Moving the western boundary from the Humber to
the Etobicoke River would have added approximately 111,100 acres to the surrender.131
During the renewal, Claus only presented the first map, which had the western
boundary as the Etobicoke with additional acreage and asked the chiefs to confirm if
those were the correct boundaries. Chief Quenepenon replied that he “cannot
absolutely tell what our old people did before us, except by what we see on the plan
now produced & what we remember ourselves and have been told.”132 Claus replied
that he would immediately have a new deed drawn up with the boundaries, and
payment for the land was not “at present in his power.”133 As far as we know, Claus did
not show the additional maps he had drawn.
In the new deed, the Mississaugas ceded 250,880 acres to the Crown based on
the map that used the Etobicoke River as the western boundary. This deed had clearly
defined boundaries in the written version of the treaty text and included a map, see
Figure 3 below. The treaty text states that Claus paid the Mississauga ten shillings for
their land, despite him saying that it was not in his power during the renewal. The new
agreement included protection of Mississauga fishing rights on the Etobicoke River,
which was reserved for the “sole use” of the Mississauga Nation.134 Within the same
week as the Toronto Purchase renewal, the Crown and the Mississauga also discussed
a treaty for land around the head of Lake Ontario. The Crown waiting to renew the
130
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Toronto Purchase and making another treaty for a new territory in the same week was a
strategy they used to limit First Nations power. Doing so prevented Indigenous leaders
from discussing the negotiations with each other, strengthening their collective
bargaining power, and created a sense of urgency for signing. The Crown often waited
until First Nations were in a more compromised position before negotiating as
demonstrated by Treaties 22 and 23 in 1820.135
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Figure 3: Map of the Toronto Purchase Renewal Boundaries, 1805
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4.3 Head of the Lake Treaty of 1806
The Mississauga agreed to share the land with settlers, but generally
demonstrated that they did not want to cede, sell, or surrender their territory to the
Crown unless they received fair compensation. In 1798, Peter Russell and his Executive
Council were interested in purchasing an unceded area of land between the head of
Lake Ontario and the Etobicoke River for settlement and communication routes. He
wrote that acquiring this territory would be “important and necessary […] for the Welfare
of the Province, that the Communications along its great Waters should not be broken &
interrupted by Tracts of Indian Territory intervening to obstruct the Course of Justice.”136
The Mississauga responded by stating that “their Old women & young men had
requested that they would not part with any more land at present, that the Chiefs before
them had already parted with too much, and that they were not the least benefitted by it;
in Consequence of which their People were disinclined to sell any more.”137 In addition,
the Mississauga, under the influence of Captain Joseph Brant, would only consider
selling parts of their land for an “exorbitant price,” according to Russell. He was still
quite interested in the lands between the eastern boundary of the Between the Lakes
Purchase (Hamilton Harbour/ Burlington Bay) and the western boundary of the Toronto
Purchase (Etobicoke River), as the “Cultivation of that Block, besides greatly facilitating
our land Communication from the South Side of the Lake, would in time contribute very
essentially to the feeding of this Town.”138
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In 1798, William Dummer Powell139 also noted that the Mississauga refused to
cede their land in the head of the lake region to colonial agents who wanted it for
communication routes and permanent British settlements. In his memoir, he wrote:
The inference is fairly deduced, from the Refusal of the Messasague [sic]
Tribe to cede to the King, for less than three shillings and four pence sterling
per acre, a Tract indispensably necessary to connect the Population of the
Colony, with the Seat of the King’s Government, planted in the midst of a
Desart [sic] extending nearly fifty miles each way, through which neither
Road, Bridge or House facilitates the Suitor to the Courts of Justice, the
applicants for Lands, or for Deeds, and the thousands who from various
motives desire access to the King’s Representative, and Council, or to the
public offices of Government – the unreasonable nature of this demand on
the part of the Indians, may be estimated by Comparison with past
purchases, where the value of the presents given, in return for the Cession of
the Land, has not, in one Instance, exceeded two pence per Acre.140

John Graves Simcoe as early as 1796 had commented on the unceded land
between the head of Lake Ontario and the Etobicoke when he wrote that “there is
obvious reason to believe the price will be greatly enhanced should the purchase be
any longer deferred.”141 Simcoe had been concerned that the Mississauga might look to
negotiate with the Americans, which would “occasion considerable difficulties to this
government.”142 In 1797, Order in Council highlighted the importance of purchasing the
land on the north side of Lake Ontario from the head of the lake to the Etobicoke River,
and recognized that it was “still in the possession of the Mississaugas.”143 The
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Mississaugas, with the help of Joseph Brant, however, had resisted the government’s
attempts at purchase for several years.144
At the same meeting in 1805 to discuss the renewal of the Toronto Purchase, the
Mississaugas and the Crown discussed a treaty covering the head of the lake territory.
During this meeting, Mississauga Chief Quinepenon informed Captain Claus that he
wanted to remain under Claus’ protection, but that it was hard for them to “give away
more land” as the “Young Men & Women have found fault with so much having been
sold before.”145 Quinepenon showed Claus a map on a piece of bark showing the
territory they were willing to sell to the British, which extended from the Etobicoke River
to Brant’s Tract at the head of the lake.146 The Mississaugas reserved a mile on either
side of the Credit River to its source, and half a mile on each side of the Twelve and
Sixteen Mile Creeks, a tract near Brant’s sold to them by the Tuscororas, and a Sugar
Bush which they gave to Mrs. Brant.147 They also reserved two to three “chains”148 wide
along the length of the beach. In exchange for the beach, the Mississauga offered to
sell “Two miles to the Northward of the road [Dundas] and all to the southward of it
except the Two or three Chains on the Beach.”149 Claus replied and stated that the
Governor would likely not accept these terms.150 The chiefs requested protection for
when they camped along the beach and reserved the sole right of the fisheries in the
Twelve Mile Creek, Sixteen Mile Creek, Etobicoke River, Credit River, and the flats or
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low grounds of those places as they have been “cultivated,” likely referring to
manomin/wild rice fields.151
However, the treaty text does not state that two or three chains along the beach
were reserved to the Mississauga and does not confirm their protection or recognize
their right to the rivers. Instead, the text describes the ceded territory as continuing
down to the lake shore and commencing at the mouths of the rivers. Reserving two or
three chains along the beach would roughly exclude an additional 400 to 600 acres from
the purchase. The territory is essentially the area in between the Toronto Purchase
(1805) and the Between the Lakes Purchase (1792) from the lake shore and six miles
north, as shown in the map below in Figure 4.152 The text states that the territory
commences “at the eastern bank of the mouth of the River Etobicoke” and continues
along the boundary of the Toronto Purchase for six miles, cuts horizontally to meet the
boundary of the Between the Lakes purchase, and continues “north-easternly along the
water’s edge of said lake [Lake Ontario] to the eastern bank of the River Etobicoke.”153
The treaty text for the Head of the Lake Purchase, which was discussed in 1805 and
signed in 1806, does not match the records of the negotiations as the rights to the
Etobicoke River and its flats and Lake Ontario beach were not recognized. These
specific sites were requested by the Mississauga during the negotiations.
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Figure 4: Head of the Lake Purchase Territory

The Mississauga had made it clear to the Crown that the beach was of great
significance to them. During previous negotiations, like the Brant Tract (1797) near
present day Burlington, Simcoe had made a point of reserving the beach to the
Mississauga and made sure that his men understood this point. Simcoe explained to
Butler, who often worked in treaty negotiations, to explain to Captain Brant that the
Mississaugas were to “retain their customary use of the Beach &c.”154 This suggests
that the Mississauga were advocating for their continued use of the beach for at least a
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decade during the land cessions. The beach was a significant site as there were many
salmon fisheries along it. Salmon was a staple in the Mississaugas diet and economy. It
also was a strategic site to control for trade and security as there was considerable
travel via waterways and contained the mouths of rivers.
On August 2, 1805, Mississauga chiefs surrendered a tract of 70,784 acres on
the north side of the head of Lake Ontario for £1000 in the Head of the Lake treaty (later
confirmed on September 5, 1806). In contrast, settlers generally paid one to two pounds
per acre of land.155 The Crown paid approximately £0.014 per acre to the Mississauga,
which for the time was significantly below market value.
In the Toronto Purchase renewal of 1805, the Crown paid the Mississaugas 10
shillings for 250,880 acres (20 shillings = 1 pound). Even during this period, 10 shillings
was not worth much. While colonial officials tried to cite the £1700 worth of goods given
to the Mississaugas as presents during the 1787 discussions as a payment, historians
have made clear that gift giving was a common act of diplomacy for the time and does
not constitute a payment.156 Even so, £1700 worth of goods would be worth
approximately £0.006 per acre – again, a price far below the market value.
In 1998, the Mississaugas of the Credit filed a claim against Canada for the
Toronto Purchase renewal of 1805, where they argued that the Crown unlawfully
acquired more land than what had been originally agreed upon in the 1787 treaty and
that a fair sum was not paid. The courts ruled that Canada had not paid a reasonable
sum for the land. Canada breached its fiduciary obligation to inform the Mississaugas of
their rights during the treaty process and failed to pay a fair price for the land. As a
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result, Canada was obligated to pay restitutions to place the Mississaugas in a position
as if the breach never occurred.157 In 2010, Canada settled the Toronto Purchase Claim
(250,880 acres) and the Brant Tract Claim (3,450 acres) for a combined $145 million.
This payment equates to approximately $570 per acre. Today, this territory includes
major urban centres such as Toronto, Etobicoke, York, North York, and Vaughan.158
While this settlement has brought some closure, the Mississaugas are still unable to
make an income from the majority of their territory. Although $145 million is a lot of
money, Statistics Canada cited that the average price per acre in Ontario in 2010 was
$5461.159 It is common knowledge that Toronto and the Greater Area have the most
expensive land in Ontario.
The Toronto Purchase and the Head of the Lake Treaty demonstrate that the
treaty texts do not necessarily match with the records of the oral negotiations and
preliminary discussions. The Crown’s record keeping practices were insufficient for the
significance of these purchases, as the documentation was either lacking or flawed.
During the renewal processes, the Crown deliberately delayed negotiations until First
Nations were in a more compromised position and sought to sign multiple treaties
quickly during these times of duress.160 They also tried to prevent First Nations from
organizing to limit their bargaining power. In the case of the Toronto Purchase renewal,
Crown officials pre-wrote the boundaries of the treaty and had Mississauga chiefs select
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one option, disregarding the Chiefs’ preferred description of the boundaries and
preliminary discussions.
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Chapter 5: Protection of Fisheries and Waterways
During the Upper Canadian treaty-making period, Crown officials generally made
it clear that they wanted access to land; however, their want of waterways and aquatic
resources was not made explicit to the Mississauga. Waterways and fishing resources
have been significant to the Mississaugas’ economy and way of life for centuries. The
written treaty texts often stand as outliers compared to other historical documents from
the period which consistently protected Mississauga fisheries and title to water. The
Mississauga have asserted and petitioned for decades that they did not surrender the
waterways and particularly the fisheries around the head of Lake Ontario. The British
continually recognized the significance of fisheries and waterways to the Mississauga,
and made efforts to protect them.
Historical geographer Victor Lytwyn argues that the shores of the Great Lakes
attracted the Mississauga and other Ojibwe groups because the waterways allowed for
easy transport, enhanced trade opportunities, and provided plenty of resources.161
British officials recognized Mississauga occupation of the territory between Lakes Erie,
Huron, and Ontario. In 1718 and 1734, reports described the Mississauga as occupying
the Toronto Carrying Place, a portage between Lake Ontario and Lake Huron from
Toronto to Matchedash Bay, and the shores of “Kenté [Bay of Quinte], others at the
River Toronto and finally at the head of the lake.”162 In Toronto During the French
Regime, historian Percy Robinson argues that spots along the Humber River such as
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Baby Point have yielded proofs of a “long and varied occupation” and of “permanent
settlement” of the Mississauga which commanded the Carrying Place.163 Colden’s 1747
map shows three Mississauga village sites at the head of Lake Ontario.164
Lytwyn further argues that the Mississauga, “showed no inclination to give up or
sell the lakes which were central to their existence.”165 At this time, colonial officials
were not interested in waterways. They focused instead on land purchases to rapidly
settle Loyalists and increasing immigrant populations. Having the Mississaugas retain
their customary use and management of waterways was beneficial to both the
Mississauga and the Crown. Maintaining sovereignty over the waters allowed the
Mississauga to secure adequate food, defend the territory from shared enemies such as
the Americans, control trade and transportation routes, and protect sacred sites. The
Mississaugas control benefitted the colonists as they still relied on the Mississauga for
protection, provisions and more. However, as the settler population grew and colonists
wanted to expand their territory westward, they needed access to the waters and
unilateral control of the region for nation building. While the treaty texts sometimes state
that the waters were ceded, other historical documents from the period demonstrate
that water surrender was never discussed. In fact, the Mississaugas and Crown
representatives went to great lengths to ensure their protection. It was beyond colonists’
capacity to secure the waters through a treaty during this time. However, the Crown has
continually cited the broad, vague, and inaccurate treaty texts to support their claims to
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the waters today. The treaties negotiated in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries did
not include the water or its resources.166

5.1 Water Excluded from Land Purchases
In the context of the Numbered Treaties (1871-1921), historian Sheldon
Krasowski discussed that the land in some of the treaties was not surrendered as the
surrender clause was never discussed during the negotiations, and that there was
evidence of treaty terms being drafted and written out before negotiations.167 In the
context of the Upper Canada treaties with the Mississauga, not only was the surrender
clause not discussed or planned, but colonial and Mississauga leaders went to great
lengths to protect the fisheries and waterways from settler encroachment. It was
important for the British to acknowledge and protect Mississauga fisheries during the
1780s to 1820s because their allied presence helped deter American expansion north
and helped reduce Indian Department expenses by ensuring the Mississauga could
feed themselves.168
During this time, it was the Crown’s primary goal to establish a settler colony. In
1785, colonial administrator Honourable Henry Hamilton wrote that he was interested in
building a road to facilitate better communication between the Bay of Quinte and Lake
La Clie (now known as Lake St. Clair) as the waterways were only sufficient for smaller
canoes with lots of portages, not for large boats. Hamilton wrote that due to the shallow
water and number of carrying places (or portages), the “want of water [is] totally
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impracticable.”169 Hamilton noted that there were several Mississauga villages along the
road whose “friendship it [would] be necessary to cultivate” to face “no difficulty in
making the purchase.” He stated that their best hunting grounds were “some distance
from the Tract” and so they would not be that negatively impacted as they would still
have some hunting grounds, again another emphasis on food sources.170 From his
letter, if the waterways were better suited for larger boats, then Hamilton would have
been interested in purchasing them from the Mississauga, but given their nature he did
not plan on negotiating for them. He made no mention of purchasing the fisheries.
When planning for the Head of the Lake treaty, Simcoe advised that the land
“should be purchased so as to leave the Missassaguas [sic] in full possession of their
rivers and fishing grounds,” a move that would still allow for communication between the
head of Lake Ontario and York.171 A 1800 map shows where the salmon fisheries were
located at the mouths of the Credit River, Etobicoke River, Rouge River, and the TrentSevern Waterway (see Figure 5).172 This map also depicts the unceded territory labelled
“Mississagues,” which would eventually be ceded in the Head of the Lake Purchase
(1806), Ajetance Treaty (1818), and Treaties 22 & 23 (1820).
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Figure 5: Excerpt of a Map of Salmon Fisheries on the Head of Lake Ontario, 1800

In 1798, Colonial agents asked for Joseph Brant’s opinion on Mississauga lands
between the head of Lake Ontario and the York region. Brant wrote that he was
“fearfull” to speak on the subject as the government had accused him of meddling,
despite the deceased chief asking Brant to look after his people.173 In his letter to
William Claus, he detailed his opinion:
I have already given my opinion in my Memorandum that it is too much
resembling the Yankies to grasp the land to eagerly, as I dont [sic] see any
Necessity of making this Acquisition and I think that if they will wantonly take
it they should pay a good price for it, at least 2 / an Acre, unless they would
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allow the Indians to reserve where they please […] by that means the
fisheries of all the Rivers will be reserved and otherwise it would be
impossible for if the Mouths of the Creeks Should be Settled it would
Certainly Spoil the fishery.174
Brant’s opinion was interesting for a few reasons. First, he critiqued American and
British attempts to feverishly acquire land and emphasized the Mississaugas’
negotiating points by bringing up the price per acre and reserve land. Brant thought that
two shillings per acre should be the minimum payment, which for this territory would
account for approximately £7078.40. Instead, the Crown paid £1000 or 0.28 shillings
per acre. Brant further advised that the Mississauga should maintain their exclusive
rights to the fishery along the rivers and creeks. He also highlighted that only reserving
a section of the river for a fishery would not suffice, as settlement along other areas of
the river would damage the fishery.
Colonial officials took Brant’s advice and did exclude some of the fisheries and
rivers from the purchases. Although problematic for other reasons, the renewed Toronto
Purchase (1805) excluded the fishery on the Etobicoke River for the “sole use” of the
Mississauga Nation.175 In the next treaty with the Mississauga, the Head of the Lake
purchase (1806), the fisheries and river flats of the Twelve Mile Creek, Sixteen Mile
Creek, Etobicoke River, and an additional one mile on either side of the Credit River
were all reserved to the Mississauga.176 While Brant did advocate for a minimum price
per acre and fisheries protection with some success, it is worth noting that Brant did
benefit from his advocacy work. Brant received the Brant Tract (1797) in recognition for
his service to the Crown during the American Revolutionary War. This 3,450-acre piece
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of land in present day Burlington was purchased by the Crown from the Mississauga
and then granted to Brant.177
About fifteen years after the Head of the Lake Purchase, the Crown sought to
purchase the reserved rivers from the Mississauga in 1820 through Treaties 22 and 23
and a small request of 2,000 acres in 1819. Historian Donald B. Smith argues that
during these negotiations, the Mississauga understood that they would retain their
sovereignty over the lands around Dundas Street in the head of the lake territory.178
However, the British divided the remains of the Credit River reserve (the river and the
one mile allotment of land on either side) into three blocks. In 1820, the British returned
to purchase the remainder of the reserved land and claimed to have the right to sell
these reserves whenever they wanted. Only 200 acres on the Credit River remained as
a reserve for the Mississauga at this point. The governments land sale revenues were
supposed to go into the Mississaugas’ trust fund. Sir Peregrine Maitland, appointed
lieutenant governor of Upper Canada in 1818, proposed that the profits from the sales
of the remaining reserves along the rivers could be used to fund the Mississaugas
religious instruction. According to Maitland, the Mississauga “were not only pleased at
the proposal, but with a view of its being carried into effect, agreed to resign to H.M. all
their lands on the River Credit, and on two other small streams running into Lake
Ontario, amounting together to about 20,000 Acres.”179 Maitland wanted to hire a
clergyman, a schoolmaster, a farm instructor, and a surgeon to “disseminate the
knowledge of the Gospel” and live permanently at the Mission. In the same letter
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however, Maitland highlighted how valuable the land surrenders would be to the Crown
due to their strategic location. He wrote that the “situation of these Lands, surrounded
by our settlements and extending along the banks of Streams render them highly
valuable.”180
Smith argues that the Mississauga lacked a full understanding of what this
“consent to sell” meant and were not represented by any legal counsel during the
negotiations. He further states that by 1820, only a small handful of Mississaugas spoke
remedial English and despite co-habitating around the Great Lakes for around a
century, the British and the Mississaugas still had cultural misunderstandings. While the
British claimed they had purchased the reserves for twenty shillings and the 2,000 acres
for fifty pounds in “provisions and rum,” the Mississauga interpreted this payment as an
affirmation of a British pledge to protect their only remaining land base.181 To me, it
seems unlikely that the British would misunderstand the Mississaugas’ perspective and
negotiating points by 1820 as the two nations had already been engaged in treatymaking practices regarding land for forty years, and the Mississaugas had been clearly
expressing their concerns to the British orally and in writing for decades.
In 1830, the Mississaugas told the editor of the Colonial Advocate William Lyon
Mackenzie that they did not consent to the sale of their land on or around Dundas
Street. In 1854, Joseph Sawyer, Head Chief at the time of the surrender, stated that all
they received was “one fat ox some flour and a keg of rum.” He explained that there
were several Mississaugas still alive who were present at the negotiations who insisted
that they were ignorant of any sale having been made. Oral accounts did not mean
180
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much to the government, and in 1857 John A. MacDonald, Attorney General and
Premier of Canada West at the time, decided that the Dundas Street deed of 2,000
acres for fifty pounds was lawful and that the land belonged to the Crown.

5.2 Fishing Rights Protected
The Mississauga have been petitioning about settlers encroaching on their
fisheries since at least as early as the 1790s. In October 1790, John Butler, Indian
Agent, received a complaint from the chiefs about settlers fishing in their creeks. Upon
the chiefs’ request, Butler issued a warning in writing that all settlers were not allowed to
fish on the Credit River as it was reserved to the Mississauga, but that they had “no
objection” to people fishing in the other creeks.182 The chiefs’ complaint demonstrates
that they knew the Credit River had been reserved to them, a point they insisted upon
during the Head of the Lake Treaty discussions.
The Mississauga continued to complain about settlers disturbing their fisheries
well into the 1790s. In 1797, the Crown passed a Proclamation to Protect the Fishing
Places and the Burying Grounds of the Mississagas which prevented settlers from
disturbing Mississauga fisheries and burial grounds. The proclamation states that “many
heavy and grevious [sic] complaints have been made by the Mississaga [sic] Indians, of
depredations committed by some of His Majesty’s subjects and others upon their
fisheries and burial places […] in violation of the friendship existing between His Majesty
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and the Mississaga [sic] Indians,” and that any future violation of the act would result in
persecution.183 “Friendship” in this context would be referring to past treaties.
The Mississauga continued to complain about settlers disturbing their fisheries
and encroaching on their land well into the 1820s and 1830s. In 1825, the Mississauga
wrote a petition to Lieutenant Governor Maitland asking to secure the river within their
reserve for their exclusive use. They wrote that “we have always considered ourselves
the owners of this River [credit] and fishery and have been enabled in a measure to
reap some benefit of the said fishery” but that would be difficult to maintain “so long as
this river is the public resort of the inferior class of white people, who bring and
introduce all manner of evil among us.”184
By the 1820s, the Mississauga were living in extreme duress, as their lands were
being taken by squatters, their fisheries were depleting, and their population was
declining due to disease. During this period, settlers far outnumbered them and as a
result their negotiating power was limited while the Crown’s was steadily increasing. In
April 1829, Joseph Sawyer, eventual Mississauga Chief, wrote about their situation and
the agreements they made with the Crown:
Several years ago we owned land on the twelve mile creek, the sixteen, and
the Credit. On these we had good hunting and fishing and we did not mean
to sell the land but to keep it for our children for ever. Our great father (by
Col. Claus) went to us and said, the white people are getting thick around
you and we are afraid they or the Yankees will cheat you out of your land.
You had better put it into the hands of your very great father the King to keep
for you till you want to settle, and he will appropriate it for your good & he will
take good care of it, and will take you under his wing, and keep you under his
arm, & give you schools & build houses for you when you want to settle.
Some of these words were thought good, but we did not like to give up all our
lands as some were afraid that our great father would keep our land. But our
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great father had always been very good to us, & we believed all his words &
always had great confidence in him so we said “Yes,” keep our land for
us...185

This passage shows that the Mississauga did not intend to sell all their land to the
Crown, but rather for the Crown to hold the land in trust as an allied nation for a set
period of time. The British sold the northern section of the Credit reserve in 1827-1828
to settlers and some was marked off as a clergy reserve.186 This sale created a sense of
urgency amongst the Mississauga chiefs and councilors. The Mississauga believed that
they had placed their reserve lands in trust with the government to protect them from
encroachment by British Canadian settlers. They did not agree that Britain could sell
their reserve land without their consent.187
However, in March 1829, Upper Canada passed an Act to protect Mississauga
hunting and fishing on the Credit River in response to another petition penned by the
Mississauga to Sir John Colbourne, a colonial administrator and later lieutenant
governor of Upper Canada.188 The Act stated that the Mississaugas reserved to
themselves, “their people, and their prosterity [sic] forever, amongst other portions of
the said Tracts, a certain parcel thereof on the River Credit, called in the Indian
language the River Mazenehekasepa, with the sole right of the fisheries therein.”189
Settlers had the right to use the water for travel and trade, but they could not “disturb” it,
essentially meaning they could not create any ecological damage or collect any
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resources form it. The boundaries described extended through the entire stream
starting at Racey’s Line to its mouth, and then “one mile into Lake Ontario […] in the
segment of a circle, having the middle of the said River at its mouth as the centre, and
the distance thence to the Eastern Boundary where it touches the shore as its
Radius.”190 I have not come across any cession documents that imply the one mile
extension into Lake Ontario was sold or surrendered to the Crown, only that it was
protected. This Act was valid for four years and was renewed in 1835 for another four
years.191
In 1844, the government passed An Act to Regulate the Management and
Disposal of the Indian Reserves in this Province, which “allowed” for the government to
sell any reserves that were not being used “productively.” The government argued that
the “extensive Tracts of valuable Land reserved for the Indians in various parts of this
Province tend to greatly retard the settlement of the Country, while large portions of
them are not, in their present neglected state, productive of any benefit to the people,
for whose use they were reserved.”192 The Act stated that the government could
distinguish between land that was fit or unfit for settlement through surveying, mostly
through an examination of the soil, timber, and presence of other natural resources. The
“fit” areas could come under control of local commissioners and be sold or rented at a
public auction. Half of the sale revenues were to pay the salaries of the commissioners
and the lieutenant governor while the other half was to support the “improvement” of the
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First Nations, such as supplying them with agricultural implements, but not in cash.
Whatever remained of the reserves after the auctions were to be divided into village
town plots ranging from five to fifty acres for the “exclusive benefit of the Indians of the
County.”193 This change in language is significant because the government was no
longer writing about the Mississauga Nation, but of the “Indians of the County,”
demonstrating a shift away from viewing the Mississauga as allies to as subjects and
dismissing their sovereignty. Creating town plots on behalf of the Mississauga changed
their land tenure system and ignored their ability to manage their own lands. Also, the
Credit reserve was still on the Credit River at this point, so selling it would mean the
Mississaugas would lose access to their last fishery.
This injustice made it hard for the Mississauga to access their resources and
marked a shift in colonial policy towards emphasizing agriculture. Before the shift, the
government was supporting the fisheries. In addition to the fishery reserves on rivers
draining into Lake Ontario, colonial officials also often gifted fishing implements to the
Mississauga. In 1790, John Johnson gifted fishing spears, hooks, and lines.194 In the
Head of the Lake Treaty, fishing hooks accounted for part of the payment for the
land.195 This suggests that the Crown knew that the Mississauga fished, and that they
supported their livelihood by providing fishing tools. By the mid to late 1800s, agriculture
had overtaken fishing and hunting in terms of the gross income of the Mississauga. The
Mississaugas’ eventual forced relocation away from rivers and waterways, along with
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colonial attempts to encourage western-style agriculture likely influenced this change. In
1858, the Mississaugas averaged 16.7 bushels of wheat per capita.196 Historian
Douglas McCalla states that the Mississauga produced outputs comparable to the
surrounding settler population for the period, despite colonial policy regimes.197 He
suggests that Indigenous people who could maintain traditional hunting and fishing in
combination with farming were more likely to sustain a moderate food supply and a
balanced local economy.198 With barriers to hunting and fishing, the Mississauga were
more likely to face hardships. In 1899, hunting and fishing accounted for 3.4% ($300) of
the Mississaugas’ yearly income, whereas “farm products including hay” accounted for
56.8% ($5,000).199 The nation reported owning 117 nets.200 Likely, the census does not
account for fish that was part of a subsistence diet, rather what was sold at market.
However, fishing was originally a staple in the Mississaugas’ diet and economy, and its
significance is clear through the nation’s numerous attempts to protect it and their
retention of nets despite colonial attempts to prioritize agriculture.201
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Chapter 6: Continuous Advocacy
In addition to the colonial records, Mississauga petitions to the Crown
demonstrate that the Mississauga did not agree to surrender all their lands and waters
and that they were assured that their fisheries would be protected. By the 1820s,
Mississauga leaders had already been advocating for decades over broken treaty
promises, settler encroachment, fishery protections, and title-deeds to their lands.
However, 1830 marked a turning point in Crown-Indigenous relations as the Indian
Department was transferred from the British military to the civil government,
demonstrating the waning importance of Britain’s alliances with First Nations. As a
result, Mississauga leaders such as John Sunday and Peter Jones started to change
their methods for petitioning the Crown. They played into white Christian mindsets of the
time, while still maintaining the same underlying arguments as past generations of
leadership – that they had not surrendered everything the Crown now claimed. They
argued that they had a right to these lands as sovereign nations and that the Crown was
obligated to recognize and protect these rights. Now, the Mississaugas focused their
efforts on writing, such as drafting petitions, diaries, reports, and newspaper articles.
They also expanded their audience to include Christian societies and their influential
members as well as the Queen and her advisors overseas instead of local Upper
Canadian authorities.
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6.1 Petitions to the Crown
In late January 1828, a delegation of Mississauga chiefs met at York to hold a
council with middle-ranking Government agents over their land rights.202 Despite
changes occurring in the Indian Department, Jones recorded that some of the middleranking men appeared “friendly” towards their grievances in a diary entry.203 At the
council, Chief John Sunday spoke first. At the time his people lived on Grape Island on
the Bay of Quinte, which had terrible farming land due to poor soil and little timber for
building. He inquired about the nearby Big Island, also on the Bay of Quinte, and
requested clarification on Crown classification of land. The Elders said they had
reserved these islands at the land surrenders.204 Sunday asked the Crown “to make
those who had settled on it without their consent, pay them a proper rent, as they had
hitherto turned them off with two bushels of potatoes for 200 hundred acres of land.”205
Sunday highlighted the land injustices he saw happening. While he did not advocate for
the removal of squatters, he asked that his nation be properly compensated through
rent payments by those living on his land. Framing the form of compensation as rent
implies that while settlers were living there, the land still belonged to the Mississauga.
Captain George Pahtosh went next and spoke on behalf of the Rice Lake band.
He detailed problems with a lack of housing and complained of Grand River Indians
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intruding on the Mississaugas’ Rice Lake hunting grounds.206 Credit Chief James
Ajetance spoke last. He stated that “having heard some bad birds crying that we did not
own any lands on the Credit, we wish to know from our great father how much land we
really possess.” Here, Ajetance was inquiring about the Government’s views on the
lands cessions, as it was clear at this point that the Mississauga had a different
understanding of the ceded territory. At a minimum, the Mississauga needed a small
land base to support their livelihoods, so they could grow crops and make a living.
Ajetance asked the Crown to recognize Mississauga title for enough land so “that each
of our men may have or possess as much land as one farmer holds.”207 The
government agents tried to argue that all the land in the territory discussed had been
ceded to the Crown. They suggested, however, that the government still had vacant
land left to sell, so they might be able to help the Mississauga by selling some land back
to them.208 After the council, John and Peter Jones were invited to meet with the
Governor who wanted to speak with them about their land claims. However, it became
clear that they were falling out of his favour as they were left in the waiting room for
hours and asked to come back another day, in which they were made to wait again.209
The Governor never met with the men. Instead, he sent three representatives.
While these were influential men, it would have been rather insulting that the Governor
did not attend as the ongoing treaty relationship was to be negotiated between the
heads of the states. The lower ranking agents later informed the Mississauga men that
the Governor “did not feel disposed to assist the Indians so long as they remained
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under the instruction of their present teachers [Methodism],” and that they should come
under the supervision of the Established Church.210 The Governor stated that he would
only help the Mississauga secure land if they agreed to convert from Methodism, which
was associated with their enemy the Americans, to the Church of England. Jones and
the other principle men immediately stated that they could not make this decision on
behalf of their people, they must be able to decide for themselves. Jones was still
governing the Mississauga as a sovereign nation. Then the Attorney General bribed
them by offering increased salaries and access to college.211 The principle men did not
relent and left considering their labours with the Governor to be in vain.212 Jones was
outraged and wrote in his diary that people should be free agents with “a right to
worship God according to the dictates of [their] own conscience[s]” and that the King’s
laws grant everyone the liberty “to worship God as they felt their duty” without
judgement from others.213 Having the Governor pressure them to convert to the Church
of England could be seen as pressure to break treaty terms as they were already
practicing Methodism at the time of signing. For example, in Treaty 22 signed in 1820,
the reserved land was to be used for the “maintenance and religious instruction of the
Mississauga Nation of Indians.”214 The area marked “D” on the map below in Figure 6
detailed this 200-acre plot that the Mississauga Methodist Missionaries were using as
their mission.215 With the explicit condition that the land must be used for the
“maintenance and religious instruction” of Mississaugas, pressures to convert could be
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pressures to break treaty promises, demonstrating a disregard for Mississauga
sovereignty. The colonial objective to control the Mississauga through religion was
another defining moment for Jones.
This meeting clearly demonstrated the Crown’s shifting goals and motives. They
argued that all the land had been ceded by the Mississauga by referencing the treaty
texts. However, Chiefs Sunday and Ajetance with the support of Elders argued
otherwise. By not meeting with the Chiefs, let alone engage in traditional diplomatic
protocols such as gift giving, the Crown willingly let the chain tarnish. They pressured
the Chiefs to convert and even bribed them, showing the Crown’s intensified goal of
assimilation.
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Figure 6: Map of Reserve Lands from Treaty 22, 1820

The Mississaugas had not ceded all their lands to the British by 1828, especially
the lands inquired upon by the Chiefs present at the council. For example, Big Island
had a large settler population as early as 1828 but was not mentioned in a treaty until
1833 – five years after the principle men petitioned the Governor.216 It is not entirely
clear what impact their petitioning had on the Governor, but the Crown did eventually
negotiate a treaty for the land, perhaps due to their pressure. Negotiating a treaty was
significant in two ways: it demonstrated that the Crown recognized Aboriginal title to the
land and that Mississauga petitioning was effective, at least to some extent. In Treaty
No. 40.5 negotiated in 1835, Grape Island was held in trust for the Mississaugas.217
John Sunday played a large role in this negotiation. While the Mississaugas of Grape
Island did obtain a deed to their land, it was not the land they wanted because it could
not support their livelihoods.
216
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In 1836-1837, the Credit Missions land came under attack again by the colonial
government when Lieutenant Governor of Upper Canada Sir Francis Bond Head tried to
relocate all Indigenous nations in Upper Canada to Manitoulin Island as he saw them as
a vanishing race that was unable to assimilate.218 Similar, but much larger in scope,
relocations were happening in the United States around the same time, where fifty
thousand native people were relocated west of the Mississippi River to make way for
colonial settlement.219 This level of colonial interference must have been a tipping point
for Jones, who at this point was chief. Securing a deed to the land was crucial at this
point as forced relocation was imminent.
In October 1837, Jones and his councilors drafted a petition about continued
settler encroachment on the Credit Mission lands, which were reserved to them in
Treaty 22. However, this time, they bypassed Upper Canadian officials and went
straight to the monarch Queen Victoria. In this petition, Jones and the councilors
asserted that they had not sold lands at the Credit but acknowledged they had sold
other land to the previous monarch, King George the Third.220
On March 28, 1838, Lord Glenelg wrote to Sir George Arthur, Lieutenant
Governor of Upper Canada, about the Mississaugas’ need for title-deeds. He noted that
while it was important for him to respect Bond Head’s authority regarding relocations, he
agreed more with Jones and argued that they should get their title-deeds.221 He also
proposed how the deeds could be drawn up in writing and suggested that they be
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stored in the office of the Commissioner of Crown Lands so that the Upper Canadian
authorities saw their validity and respected the Mississaugas’ tenure. Lord Glenelg
highlighted the importance of a strong relationship between the Mississauga and the
British Sovereign, and granting title-deeds could be a way of renewing that relationship.
He further asked Arthur to provide him with a report explaining why the annuity
payments had been reduced from the original permanent payment, as Jones had
alerted him to this issue.222
In 1838, Jones was sent on behalf of the Mississauga nation to present the
petition to the Queen in England, which he again detailed in his diary. Jones presented
the petition, which asked the Governor of Upper Canada to grant the Mississauga the
title-deeds they asked for, to Queen Victoria on September 14, 1838, after spending ten
months in London, England. He explained how he was sent as a representative of the
Nation to present the petition, which had already been endorsed by Lord Glenelg, the
Queen’s colonial secretary.223 In the petition, the Mississauga asserted that King
George III had reserved a tract of land at the Credit River and forbade settlers from
disturbing their fisheries.224 Jones explained that the Mississaugas were hesitant to
expand their farms because they were fearful of losing their land to the Crown. “Evilminded persons” told the Mississauga that the land belonged to the Crown and not to
them. Jones wrote that “our people in times past have sold lands to our late father the
king, but we never sold our lands at the Credit.” Jones then asked for the Queen to
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ensure their protection and allow them to continue self-governing when he wrote, “Will
your Majesty be pleased to assure us that our lands shall not be taken away from us, or
our people, who have begun to cultivate their farms; and will your majesty be pleased to
permit us to go dividing our lands among our people as our people in council think best.”
Jones then presented her with the parchment petition which had wampum
attached to it. He explained to her:
the white wampum signified the loyal and good feeling which prevails
amongst the Indians towards Her Majesty and Her Government; but that the
black wampum was designed to tell Her Majesty that their hearts were
troubled on account of their having no title-deeds for their lands; and that
they had sent their petition and wampum that Her Majesty might be pleased
to take out all the black wampum so that the string might all be white.225

The Queen proceeded to ask a few questions about his travel but did not discuss the
title-deeds or petition according to Jones’ account in his diary. Jones wrote that the
presentation to the Queen lasted five minutes. Unfortunately, the Queen dismissed
Jones as she did not remove the black wampum, both literally and figuratively.
By visiting the monarch, Jones was practicing his treaty responsibility of rectifying
grievances within their relationship, of working to polish the chain. This was a diplomatic
visit between two heads of state. While the Queen’s secretary Lord Glenelg saw the
importance of renewing the relationship between the British and the Mississauga, the
Queen did not work towards this. Instead, her actions demonstrate the waning
importance of Indigenous peoples in the eyes of the Crown. Jones however, engaged in
both British and Mississauga protocols, such as presenting the petition on parchment
and through wampum.
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Some settlers, such as Conrad Vandusen, also wrote in support of the
Mississaugas’ land grievances. In 1867, under the pseudonym Enemikeese, Vandusen
published a book called The Indian Chief: An Account of the Labours, Losses,
Sufferings, and Oppression of Ke-zig-ko-e-ne-ne (David Sawyer) A Chief of the
Ojebway Indians in Canada West which detailed the problems with the trust fund and
“surrenders” along the rivers. By the mid 1800s, it became clear to Vandusen that the
Crown would not address Mississauga concerns (as he understood them) based on
honour alone. In response, he used very detailed writings that incorporated numbers
and facts to support his claims of injustice. Vandusen claimed that most of the funds
were not spent on the Mississauga themselves, but by the Indian Department on
salaries for employees such as Indian agents and surveyors.226 Vandusen demanded
that the Government show where the funds had been allocated from blocks B, D, F, and
G amounting to 4,7000 acres, of which 609 acres were mistakenly marked as clergy
reserves (they were, in fact, reserved to the Mississauga in the Head of the Lake Treaty
(1806)). The 1858 report also stated that a school and sawmill were erected by the
government for the benefit of the Mississauga out of the annuity fund, but Vandusen
reported that Peter Jones funded those projects through religious fundraising pursuits.
He asked the government to present their accounts proving their “gift.” A footnote in the
report stated that “the Commissioners in 1844 reported, that in 1826 the Government
commenced the Indian village, building twenty houses. In 1828, and subsequent years,
the Indians added out of their own funds fifteen houses and a saw-mill, besides the
chapel, school-house, and a work-shop; in the erection of which they were assisted by
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the Methodist Missionary Society.”227 Assuming Jones and the report commissioners
were correct, in 1828 “A balance of 8,303 dollars remain due to the Indians, together
with the then unsold lands. It further appears from the old sales books, that between
1828 and 1845, lots from these tracts were sold by the Crown, the profits of which
amounted to 3,670-65 dollars (£917 13s. 3d.); making, with the other sum, a total of
33,974-95 dollars, (£2,993 10s. 9d.)”.228
In 1855, the government countered their claim when Commissioners of Crown
Lands tried to charge the Mississauga with the cost of Dundas Street. However, this
road was built by settlers for settlers as it was one of Simcoe’s main projects as
lieutenant governor. The Mississauga therefore should not have been required to pay
for it. The 1844 Commissioners also found a balance due to the Mississauga regarding
missed annuity payments from 1820 to 1835 amounting to $2,264.14. During this time,
the Mississaugas were living in poverty according to many accounts, so withholding
their annuity payments while occupying their land would help keep them destitute. In
sum, the government withheld both the money from the trust fund and the annuity
payments from at least 1820 to 1835. Vandusen further complained about “clerical”
errors on the part of the government, where the government lost the $1,080 the
Mississaugas paid for a parcel of land in 1841, which was never refunded and a deed
was never granted. Instead, the deed was given to another party.229 In 1868, the
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government confirmed that they had erroneously marked off the lands as a clergy
reserve and that they owed the Mississauga annuity payments from 1820 to 1835.230
The late 1820s and 1830s demonstrated the Crown’s shifting view of the
importance of maintaining their Indigenous allies. In Upper Canada, top-ranking colonial
officials would not make time to meet with Mississauga leaders which would have been
insulting. Instead, they sent middle-ranking men who prioritized nation-building and
assimilation rather than treaty renewal. In England, Mississauga leaders were met with
a similar response as the Queen – against the advice of her advisor - would not engage
in a conversation regarding land tenure and rights. The Mississauga responded to these
changes by focusing on writing and using both Indigenous and western diplomatic
protocols. As it was becoming clear that their alliance with the Crown was weakening,
the Mississaugas also sought to (re)form alliances with other Indigenous nations in the
Great Lakes region.

6.2 Peace and Friendship Renewals and Indigenous Alliances
The petitions presented to the Crown were not successful in securing title-deeds
for Mississauga land. In response, Jones sought to renew old and form new alliances
with other First Nations in the Great Lakes regions who also faced problems with
securing title to their lands, with the hopes that a united Indigenous front might help their
cause. In January 1840, at a General Council meeting, Mississauga leaders drafted
another petition to Sir George Arthur, following up on the status of their title-deeds.
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Jones thanked Arthur for his work in “promoting [their] welfare” and asked him to
“continue to look after the interests of [the Mississauga], and to secure to us and to our
children, as soon as convenient, the lands on which we reside, as expressed on Lord
Glenelg’s dispatches.”231 Arthur ultimately denied their title-deeds and as a result, many
lost interest in their farms as they felt they could be removed at any time.232
At the same General Council in 1840, the Mississauga got together with the
Mohawks. One of the Mohawk Chiefs, John Johnson, addressed the Council. He stated
that it was
their intention to renew the treaties of peace and friendship with all the Indian
tribes in the dominions of Her Majesty the Queen: that the interests of the
Indians were one: that they had always supported the British Government, as
they were strongly attached to it and even if that attachment should be
lessened to, it would not be their fault, but the fault of the government, in not
keeping faith with the Indians: that all the Indian tribes ought to Unite in
obtaining titles to their lands, as all Indians stood in the same situation with
regard to their lands: that the government and the white people were taking
away their lands by fair promises.233

After the peace pipe was smoked with the Six Nations, Joseph Sawyer, Chief
Yellowhead, and John Sunday addressed Colonel Jarvis, Chief Superintendent of
Indian Affairs, about their welfare. First, they wanted to thank the British government for
tokens of friendship such as the annual presents, and asked the Colonel to continue
them. Jarvis “solemnly assured the council that the British Government had no intention
of discontinuing the presents, or would they ever violate such a pledge as was made
between the Indian tribes and the government.”234
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Next, they wanted to renew the application to the government for title to their
lands. Jarvis stated that he was “opposed to the Indians receiving title-deeds,” due to
his “good-will” towards them. Instead, he suggested that the provincial government
provide a map of the reserve with a provincial seal and government signature.235
Finally, Sunday, Yellowhead, and Sawyer enquired about whether the British
government viewed them as subjects or as allies. Jarvis replied that the government
saw them as subjects, and “added that this question was under consideration.”236 Jarvis’
attitude was exactly what Mohawk chief John Johnson warned the Mississauga about.
He highlighted that the Mohawk do not wish to call the governor “father,” but instead
“brother” as “they might feel themselves equal with the governor, and so speak more
freely with him.” He encouraged the Mississauga to do the same.237
The Upper Canada administration disregarded what Queen Victoria and Lord
Glenelg agreed to when they published in1858, "Report of the Special Commissioners appointed to investigate Indian Affairs in Canada,” which stated that “the period has
arrived when the Government should exercise authority; and in cases where the Indians
obstinately refuse to accede to any terms of surrender, that gentle means of coercion be
applied.”238 There were new population pressures during this period due to the Great
Migration of 1815-1850. During this time, Upper Canada faced one of the largest
periods of settler population growth, where thousands of immigrants arrived from the
British Isles fleeing unemployment and famine in search of land.239 Sawyer described
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this action as the direct opposite of what Mr. Oliphant promised in 1854, when he
obtained a surrender of nearly the whole of their peninsula; and, also, in opposition to
the instructions given by Lord Glenelg, and sanctioned by Her Majesty the Queen.240
Head Chief Joseph Sawyer started to endorse the idea of relocation himself, as
he wanted to live united amongst the Ojibwe and away from the whites.241 At the same
time, Britain announced that it would be ending the annual presents but would continue
with annuity payments. This change was insulting to Sawyer as the presents were
promised as long as the sun shines and the rivers flow in treaty negotiations. The
Saugeen on the Bruce Peninsula welcomed the Mississauga to move to their territory to
increase their population, as they had similar sentiments as Sawyer. Some Mississauga
did leave for the Bruce Peninsula in the late 1840s. The rest of the Credit Mission
inhabitants moved onto a piece of Tuscarora land on the Six Nations reserve. The Six
Nations peoples had remembered what the Mississauga had done for them after the
American Revolutionary War – they had signed the Between the Lakes purchase to
make way for the settlement of the Six Nations along the Grand River in 1784.242 Here,
they worked to rebuild their community as the lands at the Credit Mission were formally
sold by the government on April 27, 1847.
The Mississauga remained steadfast in their advocacy for generations. Despite
changing colonial context, motives, policy, and diplomacy, the Mississaugas’ core
arguments around sovereignty and land remained unchanged. Mississauga leaders
adapted their negotiating strategies over time. In the 1780s, Mississauga chiefs
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physically blocked surveyors from mapping territories they did not cede and argued
about using landmarks instead of straight lines as boundaries. In the 1790s, the
Mississauga threatened to leave their alliance with Britain to join Six Nations and
potentially the Americans over the murder of their chief. They continued to strengthen
their alliance with Six Nations despite colonial pressures to create friction between
them, therefore strengthening their collective bargaining power. The Mississauga
refused to cede land to the Crown without proper compensation and increased their
sale prices to accommodate for decreasing supply and increasing demand. Mississauga
leaders and elders maintained their oral record of the treaty negotiations and used that
knowledge during treaty renewals and future agreements. By the 1820s and 1830s, the
Mississauga started to heavily use writing as a tool to publicize their claims and play
into white Christian mindsets. They contacted newspaper editors, wrote to and
presented at Christian Missionary Societies, and contributed to report writing on their
lack of title-deeds and how it negatively impacted them. They petitioned the legislature
to have Acts created to protect their fisheries and burial grounds, including punishments
for those who violated the terms. Leaders petitioned throughout the colonial hierarchy
from small scale Indian Agents to the Queen of England. Throughout the years,
Mississauga chiefs insisted on using Indigenous diplomacy methods in treaty-making
such as smoking the peace pipe and exchanging wampum belts.
Mississauga leaders fought hard for their nation. They tried numerous negotiation
and advocacy strategies, constantly updating their methods to suit their situation and
circumstances. While they adapted their methods and audiences, they remained true to
their original arguments. They continued to press for their sovereignty, title to land,
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fishery preservation, and rights of their people. Jones attributed this advancement to
“native agency, both male and female.”243 While Jones and other principle men of the
Mississauga nation were ultimately unable to secure a title-deed to their lands during
their lifetimes, they left behind invaluable resources for future generations to continue
the land claims process. The detailed diaries, number books, petitions, letters and
memoirs these men left behind created a source base for modern land claims related to
the Credit Mission lands and other claims. They came from a unique time when the
original treaty negotiators were often still alive and could directly pass down oral
recounts of the negotiations to their generation. These records survived to the present.
In 1997, the Mississaugas of the New Credit First Nation settled a land claim for
the Credit Missions land for $12.7 million.244 The sources played a role in this settlement
as they contained original accounts of the oral negotiations, demonstrated that treaty
promises had been broken since the treaties’ signing and that the Mississauga have
held firm against continued and persistent colonial violence from the British and later
Canadians.
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Conclusion
This thesis explored the problems with written versions of treaty texts that stand
as outliers to the rest of the historical record. The Crown had problematic record
keeping practices when it came to the Upper Canadian treaties: documents sometimes
lacked boundaries and others omitted key details such as the price paid for the land.
With a sparse paper trail, officials such as Russell looked to find ways to covertly secure
settler title to Mississauga land. Generally, treaties were negotiated orally and followed
Indigenous diplomacy and ceremonial practices during the 1780-1820 period. Written
treaty texts were not a part of that tradition. Vague, inaccurate, and poorly kept records
have often worked in favour of the colonial government, which to this day, asserts that
the Mississauga ceded their waterways and fisheries to the Crown.
By consulting colonial correspondence, Mississauga petitions, diaries,
government acts, histories, and maps, a deeper understanding emerges of the original
spirit and intent of the treaties negotiated around the head of Lake Ontario between the
Mississaugas of the Credit and the Crown. These records reveal that the Mississauga
did not surrender their waterways or fisheries as the surrender clause was not
discussed and shows that the colonial government went to great lengths to promise
their protection. While the Mississaugas’ methods for advocating changed over the
decades to reflect their contemporary situations, their original arguments remained the
same – they did not surrender everything. One example of the discrepancies between
the treaty texts and oral negotiations was the Brant Tract (1797) and Head of the Lake
Purchase (1806), where colonial officials affirmed the Mississaugas’ right to the beach
on the head of Lake Ontario and insisted that they would reserve it for their use.
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However, the treaty text and corresponding map do not reflect this promise as they do
not mark a reserve and describe the ceded territory as extending down onto the beach.
In addition to the sparse documentary record for these early treaties, Indigenous
oral histories and traditions have been widely discredited by western institutions for
decades – even centuries. Oral traditions were only ruled to be on an equal footing with
text documents in 1997 in the Supreme Court of Canada’s Delgamuukw decision, but
the consequences of this colonial type of thinking remain in the history discipline
today.245 Aboriginal Title, meaning the right to self-government and land, is and always
has been inherent. Yet Canada takes a “prove it” approach to Aboriginal Title and
Specific Claims, constantly making decisions without Indigenous consent and assuming
the land, water, minerals, natural resources, et cetera, are Canadian unless “proven”
otherwise. Therefore, discrediting oral histories and traditions has greatly benefitted the
Canadian state and continued the colonial project to the present day. These methods
are unconstitutional and break treaty promises.
In September 2016, the Mississaugas of the Credit filed an Aboriginal Title Claim
to Waters within the Traditional Lands of the Mississaugas of the New Credit. The
Mississaugas assert that they have unextinguished title to the waters, beds of water,
and floodplains (river flats) in their treaty territory.246 Water remains vital to the
Mississaugas survival, and they have continued to be committed to protecting and
caring for it. This thesis supports that claim. Yet today, Canada claims control over the
waters around the head of Lake Ontario. The Mississauga continue to fight for the
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wellbeing of their nation and the environment, just like past generations. Today, the
chain is blackened and tarnished as evidenced by this conflict. We have not polished
the chain in a long time. That said, the way forward has already been laid out for us in
the treaties. Guiding principles of peace, friendship, sustainability, respect, and
relationship (re)building are encoded in the treaties and wampum belts. Following the
guiding principles in the treaties, it is time we pick up a cloth and get to polishing.
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